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Abstract

The problem of how to assign network resources to the new users of an integrated
services network is investigated in the context of rate based ow control. In packet
networks that support varied tra�c types such as voice, video, image and interactive
data, many of the services may have stringent delay requirements on every packet
submitted to the network. Thus, just providing average performance guarantees may
not be adequate for these services. We propose a exible and e�cient multiplex-
ing scheme called Generalized Processor Sharing (GPS) that allows the network to
make worst-case performance guarantees. The scheme is exible, in that one user
may receive a \better" quality of service without adversely a�ecting the performance
guarantees of the others. In addition, GPS is shown to be fair to every packet that
enters the system unlike other multiplexing schemes such as First-Come-First-Serve.
A practical packet-by-packet transmission scheme that closely approximates Gener-
alized Processor Sharing is also presented. This allows us to relate results for GPS
to the packet-by-packet scheme in a precise manner. Both GPS and PGPS were
suggested earlier in [6], in the context of managing congestion in gateways.

The performance of a single server GPS system is analyzed from the standpoint
of worst-case delay and burstiness when the sources are constrained by leaky buckets.
The analysis yields a simple resource assignment scheme that allows the server to
make worst-case delay and rate guarantees to every session in the system. Other
multiplexing schemes such as FCFS and Strict Priority are also analyzed in the context
of sources that are leaky bucket constrained.

Next, we extend the results for the single server case to provide worst-case bounds
on session delay and backlog for several broad classes of GPS networks. In Rate
Proportional Processor Sharing Networks (RPPS), the server parameters are assigned
in proportion to the average session rates. We bound the worst-case delay and backlog
for every session in terms of its leaky bucket parameters. It is interesting that these
bounds are independent of the behavior of the other sessions, and also of the network
topology. Extensions of RPPS are discussed in which the same bounds on delay and
backlog hold for a subset of the sessions.
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We then show how to characterize the internal tra�c (in terms of average rate and
burstiness) for any acyclic network, and also for a broad class of non-acyclic networks
called Consistent Relative Session Treatment networks. Next, we provide a method,
based on an independent sessions assumption, to obtain bounds on session delay and
backlog for any network for which internal tra�c has been characterized. Our method
analyzes the session i route as a whole, and yields bounds that are much better than
those that result from adding the worst-case delays (backlogs) at each of the servers
encountered by a session. We bound delay and backlog for each session, based on an
e�ciently computable universal service curve, and show that a \staggered" greedy
regime achieves the worst-case bounds under the independent sessions assumption.
Propagation delay is also incorporated into the model.

Finally, we relate our analysis of arbitrary topology GPS networks to arbitrary
topology PGPS networks. We �nd that for small packet sizes, the behavior of the
two schemes is virtually identical, and demonstrate the e�ectiveness of PGPS in
guaranteeing worst-case session delay under Rate Proportional Processor Sharing
assignments.

Thesis Supervisor: Robert G. Gallager
Title: Fujitsu Professor of Electrical Engineering
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The voyage of discovery consists not in seeking new landscapes,

but in seeing through new eyes....
Marcel Proust, Remembrance of Things Past
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The problem of how to assign the resources of a wide area high speed network to

its users is central to providing real-time services such as voice and video. This

problem becomes especially di�cult when sessions that have stringent performance

requirements contend for these resources. In this thesis we will investigate the issue of

resource allocation from the standpoint of rate-based ow control in a packet switched

integrated services network. We will provide a framework based on a multiplexing

discipline called generalized processor sharing, within which it is possible for the

network to meet the di�ering performance requirements of a wide variety of tra�c

types. Further, these requirements can be met even when the short term demand for

link usage frequently exceeds usable link capacity.

By a high speed wide area network we mean one that is geographically distributed

over a fairly large area, and for which the underlying topology does not have a regular

structure such as a ring, or a mesh. The network is composed of heterogeneous

switching and transmission equipment, but a signi�cant part of it utilizes optical

technology, which makes it possible to support high bandwidth services such as video.

There are two ways in which high speed wide area networks are likely to emerge.

The �rst is as a backbone network for local area networks. LANs allow a variety of

services such as load balancing and distributed �le storage to be implemented, and

10



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 11

as users get used to these services the market for such interconnected LANs can only

grow. The second way in which such wide area networks can become a reality is

through the implementation of a standard such as Broadband ISDN, under which

the telephone network will be transformed into a high speed wide area network that

provides voice, video, data and image transport. Without speculating on the exact

form that wide area high speed networks will take, it is clear that there is a demand

for them, and that people will try to build them in the near future.

Historically, transmission bandwidth has been viewed as a scarce resource in wide

area networks. However, the enormous bandwidth o�ered by optical �ber relative to

the speeds of the electronic devices, has shifted the bottleneck to processing overhead

in a dramatic fashion. Network layer protocols now attempt to limit computation in

order to get the data through processing nodes in a timely manner, and may even

\waste bandwidth" in order to do this. Another way in which optical communication

technology has a�ected protocol design is in the area of error control. The negligible

bit error rates of optical �ber has made it possible to implement error control as an

end-to-end function, while data link control is an important function in non-optical

data networks.

However, the most fundamental di�erence between traditional and high speed

networks is the di�erent ways in which they are to be used. High speed networks will

o�er services that span a staggeringly wide range of rates{from about 5b/s to 500

Mb/s. Further, the throughput and delay requirements of these services will di�er

widely as well. Applications such as voice and video will have stringent constraints

on message delay, for all messages. In fact, the primary source of errors in high

speed networks may be from packets for which the network does not meet these delay

requirements. Bu�er overow might also continue to be signi�cant even though the

cost of storage continues to decrease rapidly with time.

The range of service requirements appears even more daunting when one considers

what today's wide area networks o�er in terms of performance. Datagram based
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networks carry tra�c that spans a fairly wide range of rates, but their performance

guarantees are of the meagre \best e�ort" variety. Circuit switched voice networks

provide excellent performance guarantees, but are extremely inexible in the range of

services they o�er. Thus, traditional networks trade o� performance guarantees with

exibility, but integrated services networks require both. It is tempting to resolve this

problem by providing transport on more than one kind of network. For example, all

the bursty tra�c with lax performance requirements could be packet switched, and the

more delay sensitive, steady tra�c could be circuit switched on a separate network.

However, it seems clear that if a single network can support a large diversity of

services, and can also realize the economies of scale that go with integrated solutions,

then there is no point in building several specialized networks that cost more. In

short, it seems reasonable to attempt a design of an integrated services network

before passing judgement on the issue.

If the network is to be an integrated services network, the next question that

arises is how the data should be switched. We will assume it is packet switched for

two reasons: First, circuit switching is inherently inexible at the access points of

the network since it forces session bandwidths to be multiples of a base slot size|

for example data-rates provided under narrow band ISDN are all multiples of 64

Kb/s. Second, circuit switching does not use bandwidth e�ciently, and we believe

it is important to understand the problem of resource allocation when there is a

signi�cant amount of contention for the resources. This is based on the assumption

that the increase in demand of high bandwidth services will keep pace with the supply

of usable link capacity.

Since quality of service is so important, we can rule out datagram delivery for real

time tra�c such as voice, since it provides only \best e�ort" performance. From now

on, we will assume that the network is a virtual circuit packet network.1

1Of course, datagram service can also be provided on such a network.
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1.1 Flow Control

The level of performance that can be assured to users is intimately related to the

methods employed to admit tra�c into the network. In the telephone network, voice

calls get \blocked" unless resources are available at call set up that can be dedicated

for the duration of the call. This results in good performance guarantees for the calls

that go through. On the other hand, data networks attempt to control the session

input rate in \real-time" depending on the level of congestion in the network. Since

these schemes are designed to utilize the network as fully as possible, a session can

receive very bad service when the network is heavily loaded. Thus in building a

network that accommodates a large variety of tra�c types, it is crucial to examine

the problem of how to regulate the incoming tra�c. This network function is known

as Flow Control.

The purpose of ow control is to regulate the admission of tra�c into the network

in order to minimize network overload, without unduly restraining sessions when the

network is lightly loaded. Since the level of network congestion may vary across

di�erent regions of the network, ow control mechanisms must be able to react in

accordance with the tra�c conditions local to the routes taken by the sessions being

actively controlled. Flow control is particularly important in high speed networks

for two reasons: First, more is demanded of the network in terms of performance

guarantees, and second, many more packets are submitted to the network, leading to

potentially worse problems of bu�er overow.

Since a ow control scheme limits access to the network, it is important that it

be \fair" to all the users. Fairness problems fall under three major categories:

� Fairness to each user attempting to establish a session: it may be possible for a

few large sessions to seize so many network resources that new sessions cannot

be established.

� Fairness to each session already established: A few of the sessions already es-
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tablished may be able to achieve high data rates (or low delay) at the expense

of another, poorly treated session.

� Fairness to each packet of an established session: The largest delay faced by a

packet of a given session may be much greater than the average delay faced by

the packets of the session. This kind of fairness is particularly important when

performance guarantees apply to each packet of a real-time session.

Despite the large body of analytical work in these areas, the notion of fairness remains

essentially a subjective one. What is fair is largely a function of what purpose the

network is designed to serve. When worst-case performance guarantees are to be given

to real-time sessions it is desirable to limit the the variability in delay over the packets

of a session|i.e. the third category of fairness assumes considerable importance.

Of the many approaches to ow control that have been suggested in the literature

we will summarize just two. For a more complete treatment the reader is referred to

[1] and [9].

1.1.1 Window-based Schemes

Most traditional data networks use window-based ow control. In these schemes,

there is a stipulated upper bound (the window size) on the number of unacknowledged

packets submitted to the network at any given time. Under end-to-end schemes, the

window is set up between source and destination, while in node-by-node schemes it is

set up for every link traversed by the session tra�c. The level of network congestion, is

reected in the time taken for acknowledgments to reach the source, and consequently

slows the source down. On the other hand, a source can take advantage of lightly

loaded conditions, since acknowledgments will be relatively unhindered by queueing

delays. Thus the goal of a window-based scheme is to control the source in real-time

through feedback that reects the level of network congestion.

There are two important advantages of window based schemes. First, they are
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easy to implement. Second, there are few known mechanisms that respond faster to

congestion in the network than do windows. Thus, if ow control is to be done through

feedback, it seems clear that window-based schemes should be leading candidates.

However the e�ectiveness of feedback based congestion control schemes in high

speed wide area networks is severely limited by propagation delay. This is best

seen by an example: Suppose a 1 Gb/s transmission line connects nodes A and

B which are 1000 miles apart. Assume that tra�c ows from A to B, and that the

feedback (permits in the case of windows) from B travel on another 1 Gb/s link. The

propagation delay is about 10 ms, which implies that there will be about 10Mb of

tra�c in \ight" when the link is being used. Now suppose that B is congested and

wants to cut back on the amount of tra�c received from A. Then B will receive 20

Mb of tra�c before any feedback to A can take e�ect. This can result in bu�ers being

over-run, and packets being dropped. In fact, a single dropped packet may result in

the entire message (of which it is a part) being retransmitted, which further increases

congestion and the likelihood of bu�ers being over-run.

More importantly, windows are not well suited to providing performance guar-

antees. This is particularly true when no other access control mechanism is used in

conjunction with windows. When the required session rates are high, window sizes

must be large|otherwise throughput is severely limited by round trip delay. When

many such large sessions are active at the same time, congestion sets in and slows

down all the packets in the network. In this case, high throughput may be achieved

at the expense of large packet delays. Since it is di�cult to predict the number of

large sessions that will be active during the duration of a newly arriving session, even

average rate guarantees cannot be made.

A number of adjustable window schemes have been suggested, in which the window

size uctuates with time. Typically, the window size starts out by being small, and

is expected to stabilize with time to a level that is consistent with the degree of

network congestion. While there are merits to this approach, the feedback delay
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problem may lead to oscillating window sizes. Since the e�ects of feedback delay on

congestion control do not appear to be well understood either in theory or simulation,

it is di�cult to determine under what general conditions these oscillations will lead

to severe congestion, and so adjustable window schemes have drawbacks when being

used to provide performance guarantees.

1.1.2 Rate based Schemes

The need to accommodate tra�c with stringent rate and delay requirements limits us

to consider schemes in which guarantees can be made on meeting these requirements

(with high probability). Under rate-based schemes, a source's tra�c is parametrized

by a set of statistics such as average rate, maximum rate, burstiness etc., and is as-

signed a vector of values corresponding to these parameters. The user also requests

a certain quality of service, that might be characterized, for example, by tolerance to

worst case or average delay. The Resource Assignment function of the ow control

scheme checks to see if a new source can be accommodated, and if so, it takes actions

(such as reserving transmission links or switching capacity) to ensure the quality

of service desired. Resource assignment is done by allocating resources within the

network|it is a complicated function and currently very poorly understood.2 Yet,

without a method for resource assignment, rate based ow control is really quite inef-

fective and in fact, seems pointless. In [3] the lack of an e�ective resource assignment

function is cited as \an important hurdle that must be crossed before rate control can

be used in production protocols." This thesis will concentrate on understanding and

providing insight on the resource assignment problem.

Once the session begins submitting packets, the network ensures that the source

behavior is consistent with the agreed upon values of the tra�c parameters. This

2Of course in a network with abundant resources (transmission and switching), one could use
bandwidth ine�cient schemes such as time or frequency division multiplexing to do resource assign-
ment, but we will assume in this thesis that such wide area networks are not likely to be the norm
for the foreseeable future.
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network function is known as Rate Enforcement. The most popular form of rate

enforcement, and the one we will use in this thesis is called Leaky Bucket admission

control [23]. An important advantage of using leaky buckets is that this allows us to

separate the packet delay into two components{delay in the leaky bucket and delay in

the network. The �rst of these components is independent of the other active sessions,

and can be estimated by the user if the statistical characterization of the incoming

data is su�ciently simple (see Section 6.3 of [1] for an example). The tra�c entering

the network has been \shaped" by the leaky bucket in a manner that can be succinctly

characterized (we will do this in Section 1.7), and so the network can upper bound the

second component of packet delay through this characterization. This upper bound

is independent of the statistics of the incoming data, which is helpful in the usual

case where these statistics are either complex or unknown. A similar approach to the

analysis of interconnection networks has been taken by Cruz [4]. In this thesis we will

explore ways in which the packet delay in the network can be estimated given that

input tra�c is constrained by leaky buckets, and will not consider the delay in the

leaky bucket. Leaky buckets are discussed in more detail in Section 1.7.

1.1.3 Resource Assignment

As explained in the Section 1.1.2, a ow control scheme that guarantees network

performance will have to rely on how resources are allocated within the network.

Network resources consist of links, switches, and devices that process packet headers,

service requests etc. A packet spends a certain amount of time using a resource, but

typically must wait for it to become available. Thus there is an intimate connection

between delay and how the resource assignment is done. Packet delay in the network

can be expressed as the sum of the following four components:

� Processing delay.

� Queueing delay.
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� Transmission delay.

� Propagation delay.

In this thesis we will focus exclusively on how to limit queueing delay through

resource assignment. We view the resources as links and investigate the e�ects of

various generalized multiplexing techniques on delay. Thus our study of resource

assignment is a study of multiplexing in the network.

1.2 Multiplexing

Multiplexing is the allocation of link capacity to competing tra�c streams{it is the

function that enables the sharing of a link. The manner in which multiplexing is

performed has \a profound e�ect on packet delay" [1], and consequently forms an im-

portant component of the resource assignment function. We have already pointed out

that given our focus on resource contention, regular time and frequency multiplexing

are too wasteful of the network resources to be considered as candidate multiplexing

disciplines. In addition to being e�cient, a good scheme should allow the network to

treat users di�erently, in accordance with their negotiated quality of service. How-

ever, this exibility should not compromise the integrity of the scheme, i.e., a few

classes of users should not be able to degrade service to other classes to the extent

that performance guarantees are violated. Finally, the scheme should be analyzable

since performance guarantees are to be given. Thus the challenge is to �nd schemes

that are exible, e�cient and analyzable.

1.3 Outline of the Chapter

So far in this chapter, we have established the connection between rate-based ow

control and performance guarantees. We have also argued that an integrated services
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network should be exible and use its links e�ciently, in addition to providing per-

formance guarantees. Understanding the resource assignment function was identi�ed

as the focus of this thesis.

In the remainder of this chapter we will focus on the two ingredients of our ap-

proach to ow control|Generalized Processor Sharing (GPS) and Leaky Bucket ad-

mission control. GPS is e�cient, fair and exible, but it assumes a uid tra�c model,

and is not packet-based. In Section 1.5 we will describe a packet-by-packet scheme,

called Packet-by-Packet Generalized Processor Sharing (PGPS), and prove that it

closely approximates GPS. A practical implementation of this scheme based on Vir-

tual Time is presented in Section 1.5.1. Next, PGPS is compared to a wide variety

of other service disciplines|this comparison is rather long, but necessary in order to

understand the merits of PGPS.

The Leaky Bucket is described in Section 1.7. The output of the bucket (which

is the input to the network) is succinctly characterized in the form of an arrival

constraint. The validity of worst-case analysis, and other issues pertaining to models

of delay in Integrated Services networks are discussed in Section 1.8. Finally, the

structure of the rest of this thesis is outlined in Section 1.9.

1.4 Generalized Processor Sharing

A generalized processor sharing (GPS) server is characterized by N positive real

numbers, �1; �2; :::; �N . The server operates at a �xed rate r and is work conserving.

Let Si(�; t) be the amount of session i tra�c served in an interval [�; t]. Then a GPS

server is de�ned as one for which

Si(�; t)

Sj(�; t)
�

�i
�j
; j = 1; 2; :::; N (1.1)

for any session i that is backlogged throughout the interval [�; t].
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Summing over all sessions j:

Si(�; t)
X
j

�j � (t� �)r�i

and session i is guaranteed a rate of

gi =
�iP
j �j

r: (1.2)

GPS is an attractive multiplexing scheme for a number of reasons:

� De�ne �i to be the session i average rate. Then as long as �i < gi, the session

can be guaranteed a throughput of �i, independent of the demands of the other

sessions.

� The delay of an arriving session i bit can be bounded as a function of the session

i queue length, independent of the queues and arrivals of the other sessions.

Schemes such as FCFS, LCFS, and Strict Priority do not have this property.

We will discuss this point more fully in Section 1.6

� By varying the �i's we have the exibility of treating the sessions in a variety of

di�erent ways. For example, when all the �i's are equal the system reduces to

uniform processor sharing. As long as the combined average rate of the sessions

is less than r, any assignment of positive �i's yields a stable system.

� It is possible to make worst-case network queueing delay guarantees when the

sources are constrained by leaky buckets. Most of Chapters 2 and 3 consist of an

analysis of GPS that makes this possible. Thus GPS is particularly attractive

for sessions sending real-time tra�c such as voice and video.

Figure 1-1 illustrates generalized processor sharing. Variable length packets arrive

from both sessions on in�nite capacity links and appear as impulses to the system.

For i = 1; 2, let Ai(0; t) be the amount of session i tra�c that arrives at the system
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The packets arrive on links with in�nite speed and are of variable length. Notice

that by increasing �2
�1
, we can give session 2 better service.

Figure 1-1: An example of generalized processor sharing.
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in the interval (0; t], and similarly, let Si(0; t) be the amount of session i tra�c that

is served in the interval (0; t]. We assume that the server works at rate 1. Notice that

the vertical distance between Ai(0; �) and Si(0; �) for each i, is the backlog at time � .

To �nd the delay of a packet that arrives at t, measure the horizontal distance between

the curves Ai(0; �) and Si(0; �) at the ordinate value of Ai(0; t)|this is the amount

of time that the packet must wait in the system before it departs. The maximum

delay for packets arriving in the interval [0; 11] is marked (as d�) on each of the four

graphs in Figure 1-1.

When �1 = �2, and both sessions are backlogged, they are each served at rate 1
2

(eg. the interval [1; 6]). When 2�1 = �2, and both sessions are backlogged, session 1

is served at rate 1
3
and session 2 at rate 2

3
. Notice how increasing the relative weight

of �2 leads to better treatment of that session in terms of both backlog and delay.

Also, notice that under both choices of �i, the system is empty at time 13 since the

server is work conserving under GPS.

It should be clear from the example that the delays experienced by a session's

packets can be reduced by increasing the value of � for that session. But this reduction

may be at the expense of a corresponding increase in delay for packets from the other

sessions. The point of Figure 1-2 is to show that this may not be the case when

the better treated session is steady. Thus, when combined with appropriate rate

enforcement, the exibility of GPS multiplexing can be used e�ectively to control

packet delay.

1.5 A Packet-by-Packet Transmission Scheme{PGPS

The problem with GPS is that it is an idealized discipline that does not transmit

packets as entities. It assumes that the server can serve multiple sessions simultane-

ously and that the tra�c is in�nitely divisible. In this section we propose a simple

packet-by-packet transmission scheme that is an excellent approximation to GPS even
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Session 1 is a steady session that is also delay sensitive (perhaps it is a video

session). Its worst-case packet delay can be cut in half with minimal perfor-

mance degradation to other sessions. In the �gure �1 is increased to in�nity,

but session 2 delay goes up by only 2:5 time units.

Figure 1-2: The e�ect of increasing �i for a steady session i
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Session 1 Session 2
packet Arrival 1 2 3 11 0 5 9

information Size 1 1 2 2 3 2 2

�1 = �2 GPS 3 5 9 13 5 9 11
PGPS 4 5 7 13 3 9 11

2�1 = �2 GPS 4 5 9 13 4 8 11
PGPS 4 5 9 13 3 7 11

The lower portion of the table gives the packet departure times under both

schemes.

Figure 1-3: How GPS and PGPS compare for the example in Figure 1-1.

when the packets are of variable length. We have recently dicovered that our scheme

is identical to the non-uniformly weighted version of Fair Queueing in [6]. We will

adopt the convention that a packet has arrived only after its last bit has arrived.

Let Fp be the time at which packet p will depart (�nish service) under generalized

processor sharing. Then a very good approximation of GPS would be a work con-

serving scheme that serves packets in increasing order of Fp. (By work conserving we

mean that the server is always busy when there are backlogged packets in the system.)

Now suppose that the server becomes free at time � . The next packet to depart under

GPS may not have arrived at time � , and since the server has no knowledge of when

this packet will arrive, there is no way for the server to be both work conserving and

to serve the packets in increasing order of Fp. The server picks the �rst packet that

would complete service in the GPS simulation if no additional packets were to arrive

after time � . Let us call this scheme PGPS for packet-by-packet generalized processor

sharing.

Figure 1-3 shows how PGPS performs for the example in Figure 1-1. Notice that

when �1 = �2, the �rst packet to complete service under GPS is the session 1 packet

that arrives at time 1. However, the PGPS server is forced to begin serving the long

session 2 packet at time 0, since there are no other packets in the system at that time.
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Thus the session 1 packet arriving at time 1 departs the system at time 4, i.e. 1 time

unit later than it would depart under GPS.

A natural issue to examine at this point is how much later packets may depart

the system under PGPS relative to GPS. First we present a useful property of GPS

systems.

Lemma 1.1 Let p and p0 be packets in a GPS system at time � and suppose that

packet p completes service before packet p0 if there are no arrivals after time � . Then

packet p will also complete service before packet p0 for any pattern of arrivals after

time � .

Proof. The sessions to which packets p and p0 belong are backlogged at time � .

By (1.1), the ratio of the service received by these sessions is independent of future

arrivals. 2

A consequence of this Lemma is that if PGPS schedules a packet p at time � before

another packet p0 that is also backlogged at time � , then packet p cannot leave later

than packet p0 in the simulated GPS system.

Now let F̂p be the time at which packet p departs under PGPS. We show that:

Theorem 1.1 For all packets p,

F̂p � Fp <
Lmax

r
;

where Lmax is the maximum packet length, and r is the rate of the server.

Proof. Since both GPS and PGPS are work conserving disciplines, their busy

periods coincide i.e. the GPS server is in a busy period i� the PGPS server is in a

busy period. Hence it su�ces to prove the result for each busy period. Consider any

given busy period and denote the time that it begins as time zero. Let pk be the k
th

packet in the busy period to depart under PGPS and let its length be Lk. Also let tk
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be the time that pk departs under PGPS and uk be the time that pk departs under

GPS. Finally, let ak be the time that pk arrives. We now show that:

tk � uk +
Lmax

r

for k = 1; 2; :::. Let m be the largest integer that satis�es both 0 < m � k � 1 and

um > uk. Thus

um > uk � ui for m < i < k: (1.3)

Then packet pm is transmitted before packets pm+1 : : : ; pk under PGPS, but after all

these packets under GPS. If no such integer m exists then set m = 0. Now for the

case m > 0, packet pm begins transmission at tm �
Lm
r
, so from Lemma 1.1:

minfam+1; :::; akg > tm �
Lm

r
(1.4)

Since pm+1; :::; pk�1 arrive after tm�
Lm
r
, they receive all their service under GPS after

time tm �
Lm
r
. Similarly, they receive all their service before pk departs at time uk.

Thus

uk �
1

r
(Lk + Lk�1 + Lk�2 + : : :+ Lm+1) + tm �

Lm

r

implying that

uk � tk �
Lm

r
:

If m = 0, then pk�1; :::; p1 all leave the GPS server before pk does, and so

uk � tk:

2

From the structure of the proof of Theorem 1.1 it should be clear that the only

packets that are delayed more in PGPS are those that arrive too late to be transmitted

in their natural order. Intuitively, this means that only the packets that have small
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delay under GPS are delayed more under PGPS.

Let Si(�; t) and Ŝi(�; t) be the amount of session i tra�c served under GPS and

PGPS in the interval [�; t]. Then we can use Theorem 1.1 to show:

Theorem 1.2 For all times � and sessions i.

Si(0; �)� Ŝi(0; �) � Lmax:

Proof. The slope of the second argument of Ŝi alternates between r when a session

i packet is being transmitted, and 0 when session i is not being served. Since the

slope of Si also lies within these limits, the di�erence Si(0; t) � Ŝi(0; t) reaches its

maximal value when session i packets begin transmission under PGPS. Let t be some

such time, and let L be the length of the packet going into service. Then the packet

completes transmission at time t + L
r
. Let � be the time at which the given packet

completes transmission under GPS. Then since session i packets are served in the

same order under both schemes:

Si(0; �) = Ŝi(0; t+
L

r
):

From Theorem 1.1:

� � (t +
L

r
)�

Lmax

r
; implying that (1.5)

Si(0; t+
L� Lmax

r
) � Ŝi(0; t+

L

r
) (1.6)

= Ŝi(0; t) + L: (1.7)

Since the slope of Si is at most r, the Theorem follows. 2

Let Q̂i(�) and Qi(t) be the session i backlog at time � under PGPS and GPS

respectively. Then it immediately follows from Theorem 1.2 that
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Corollary 1.1 For all times � and sessions i.

Q̂i(�)�Qi(�) � Lmax:

Notice that

� We can use Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.1 to translate bounds on GPS worst-

case packet delay and backlog to the corresponding bounds on PGPS.

� Variable packet lengths are easily handled by PGPS. This is not true of weighted

round robin.

In Section 1.5.1 we will provide a way to implement PGPS using the concept of virtual

time, that will allow us to simulate the evolution of the GPS process e�ciently.

1.5.1 A Virtual Time Implementation of PGPS

In Section 1.5 we described PGPS but did not provide an e�cient way to implement

it. In this section we will use the concept of Virtual Time to track the progress of GPS

that will lead to a practical implementation of PGPS. Our interpretation of virtual

time is a generalization of the one considered in [6] for uniform processor sharing. In

the following we assume that the server works at rate r.

Denote as an event each arrival and departure from the GPS server, and let tj be

the time at which the jth event occurs (simultaneous events are ordered arbitrarily).

Let the time of the �rst arrival of a busy period be denoted as t1 = 0. Now observe

that for each j = 2; 3; :::, the set of sessions that are busy in the interval (tj�1; tj) is

�xed, and we may denote this set as Bj. Virtual time V (t) is de�ned to be zero for

all times when the server is idle. Consider any busy period, and denote the virtual

time that it begins as time zero. Then V (t) evolves as follows:

V (0) = 0
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V (tj�1 + �) = V (tj�1) +
�P

i2Bj �i
; � � tj � tj�1; j = 2; 3; ::: (1.8)

The rate of change of V , namely @V (tj+�)

@�
, is 1P

i2Bj
�i
, and each backlogged session i

receives service at rate r�i
@V (tj+�)

@�
. Thus, V can be interpreted as increasing propor-

tionally to the marginal rate at which backlogged sessions receive service.

Now suppose that the kth session i packet arrives at time aki and has length Lk
i .

Then denote the virtual times at which this packet begins and completes service as

Sk
i and F k

i respectively. De�ning F 0
i = 0 for all i, we have

Sk
i = maxfF k�1

i ; V (aki )g

F k
i = Sk

i +
Lk
i

�i
: (1.9)

There are three attractive properties of the virtual time interpretation from the

standpoint of implementation. First, the virtual time �nishing times can be deter-

mined at the packet arrival time. Second, the packets are served in order of virtual

time �nishing time. Finally, we need only update virtual time when there are events

in the GPS system. However, the price to be paid for these advantages is some over-

head in keeping track of the sets Bj, which is essential in the updating of virtual

time:

De�ne Next(t) to be the real time at which the next packet will depart the GPS

system after time t if there are no more arrivals after time t. Thus the next virtual

time update after t will be performed at Next(t) if there are no arrivals in the interval

[t;Next(t)]. Now suppose a packet arrives at some time, t, and that the time of the

event just prior to t is � (if there is no prior event, i.e. if the packet is the �rst

arrival in a busy period, then set � = 0). Then, since the set of busy sessions is �xed

between events, V (t) may be computed from (1.8), and the packet stamped with its

virtual time �nishing time. Next(t) is the real time corresponding to the smallest

virtual time packet �nishing time at time t. This real time may be computed from
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(1.8) since the set of busy sessions remains �xed over the interval [t; Next(t)]: Let

Fmin be the smallest virtual time �nishing time of a packet in the system at time t.

Then from (1.8):

Fmin = V (t) +
Next(t)� tP

i2Bj
�i

) Next(t) = t + (Fmin � V (t))
X
i2Bj

�i:

Given this mechanism for updating virtual time, PGPS is de�ned as follows: When

a packet arrives, virtual time is updated and the packet is stamped with its virtual

time �nishing time. The server is work conserving and serves packets in increasing

order of time-stamp.

1.6 Comparing PGPS to other service disciplines

We argued in Section 1.2 that a service discipline should be exible, e�cient and

analyzable. In addition, given our focus on worst-case performance, the largest delay

faced by a packet of a given session should not be much more than the average delay

faced by the packets of the session. In this section we will examine the merits of

PGPS relative to other service disciplines.

1.6.1 First Come First Serve and Strict Priority

Let N sessions share a server that operates at rate r. The sessions are not constrained

by rate enforcement. Now suppose a session i packet p, arrives at some time, � . Under

FCFS all of the backlogged packets found by packet p will be served before p. It is

reasonable to serve backlogged session i packets before p but what of the backlogged

packets from the other sessions? Notice that a burst of session j(6= i) arrivals just

before time � may force p to wait a very long time before it is served. Thus p may

receive arbitrarily worse treatment than do the other session i packets that are lucky

enough not to be held up by such a burst.
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Strict Priority schemes su�er from the same problem, since p may have to wait

arbitrarily long for higher priority tra�c to be served.

For the schemes examined so far, it is not possible to make average rate guarantees

for the packets of a particular session, unless the average incoming rate for every other

session is restricted. More importantly, the worst-case delay faced by a packet may

be arbitrarily high even when these average rates are restricted.

In marked contrast, PGPS has the following property, which we call worst-case

packet fairness: Let Qi(�) be the session i backlog in bits at time � :

De�nition: A service discipline is worst-case packet fair if for every session i, and

time � , the delay of a packet arriving at � is bounded above by g�1i Qi(�)+ c, where gi

is the throughput guarantee to session i, and c is a constant independent of the queues

of the other sessions sharing the multiplexer.

Notice that for a worst-case packet fair service discipline, a session i packet arriving

at time � cannot be delayed by an arbitrarily large amount even if Qj(�
�) = 1 for

some j 6= i. Clearly, FCFS and strict priority are not worst-case packet fair.

1.6.2 Round Robin

The drawbacks of FCFS and strict priority schemes are mitigated considerably by

Round Robin service. Newly arriving packets queue up by session, so that there are

N di�erent queues. The server polls each session queue in cyclic order and serves a

packet from any non-empty bu�er encountered. Since the server di�erentiates among

packets by session, this scheme may be called session-based round robin.

The major advantage of cyclical disciplines over FCFS and strict priority schemes

is that no single session can dominate the attention of the server at the expense of the

other sessions. Round robin is an attempt to treat all sessions equally, and to ensure

each session a service rate of at least 1
N
. However, this results in a lack of exibility

which is essential if certain sessions are supposed to be treated better than others.

Suppose a session i packet, p, arrives at time � and sees session i backlog of
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Pi(�) packets. (Assume �xed packet lengths here.) Then p will wait for no more

than Pi(�) rounds before being served, where a round of service may take between 0

and N packet transmission times, depending on the number of backlogged sessions

encountered by the server in the round. While p's delay does depend on how active

the other sessions are, no other session i packet that sees the same session i backlog of

Pi(�) can receive arbitrarily better treatment than p as long as N is bounded above.

In general, the variability in delay experienced by the packets of session i is bounded

as long as Pi(t) and N are bounded. However, since the number of sessions sharing

a link may uctuate over a large range, session i packets that arrive when N is small

may receive much better treatment than those that arrive when N is large.

Matters are complicated if one assumes variable packet sizes since sessions with

small packet sizes may be unduly penalized. To alleviate this problem one may

stipulate that no more than � units of a session's tra�c are served each time the

session is polled. As �! 0 the system reduces to uniform processor sharing.

The fact that the server moves in a �xed polling cycle makes the scheme di�cult to

analyze. Session based systems have been studied extensively in the queueing theory

literature, but most of the analysis assumes that all sources have identical tra�c

statistics{this is known as a symmetric system. Session based round robin systems

are a special case (called limited service systems in the queueing theory literature)

of polling systems, which are covered comprehensively by Takagi [21]. He mentions

in [21] that \it appears unlikely that exact solutions will be found for asymmetric

systems of N (> 2) queues." This is a discouraging prediction, given the importance

and wide applicability of round robin.

The di�culty in analyzing session based systems is compounded by the fact that

they are not likely to be quasi-reversible. When a queue is quasi-reversible, its steady

state distribution can be established exactly, without resorting to complicated, and

mostly uninsightful manipulations in the transform domain. In what follows, we de�ne

quasi-reversibility and show why it does not hold for session-based round robin:
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De�nition [15] Suppose that associated with each customer is a class c chosen from

a countable set C. Then a queue is quasi-reversible if its state x(t) is a stationary

Markov Process with the property that the state of the queue at time t0, x(t0) is

independent of

(i) the arrival times of class c customers, for each c 2 C, subsequent to time t0;

(ii) the departure times of class c customers, for each c 2 C prior to time t0;

Conjecture 1.1 Session based round robin is not quasi-reversible.

The motivation for this conjecture comes from Theorem 3.6 of Kelly's highly read-

able book [15]. If one makes (the necessary) assumption that the class of a packet

corresponds to its session then Kelly's result can be stated as follows:

Theorem 1.3 If a session-based queue with N sessions is quasi-reversible then:

(i) the arrival times of session i packets for i = 1; 2; :::; N form N independent

Poisson processes;

(ii) the departure times of session i packets for i = 1; 2; :::; N form N independent

Poisson processes.

Although we have not been able to prove it, we consider it unlikely that the ses-

sion departure processesunder GPS are independent processes (even when the arrival

processes are). The issue of how one could analyze GPS stochastically is discussed

further in Section 2.8, where we set up the state transition diagram for the case of

exponentially distributed packet lengths and N = 2.

A more tractable form of cyclical service is based on queues di�erentiated by

messages rather than by sessions. Each arriving packet forms its own queue and

the server moves in cyclic order over this queue, serving up to � units from each

queue polled. When the messages arrive according to a Poisson process, both message
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based round robin and uniform processor sharing can be shown to be Quasi-Reversible

queues, which makes them amenable to elegant analysis.

Yates [24] has analyzed queueing networks of message based round robin servers,

and has found a steady state product form distribution for the number of customers in

each server of the network. His results also hold for processor sharing in the limit, as

packet lengths go to zero. Telatar [22] has examined message based processor sharing

from an interesting angle. The server does not follow a cyclic order, but chooses a new

message to serve at random. This message is then given � units of service unless the

message has been completely served. The queue is shown to be quasi-reversible, and

average delay and backlog found. When � ! 0, this system reduces to (messaged-

based) uniform processor sharing. An interesting consequence of this work is that

processor sharing is shown to be a more general service discipline than round robin

with in�nitesimal packet sizes. Unfortunately, message-based service disciplines are

not suitable for our purposes.

1.6.3 Weighted Round Robin

The round robin schemes just discussed are not exible since they attempt to treat

each session/message equally. For integrated services networks, a weighted round

robin scheme seems more appropriate. Consider a round robin system in which every

session i, has an integer weight wi associated with it. When the server polls session

i it will serve up to wi packets before moving to the next session in the round. This

scheme is exible since one can assign the weights corresponding to the amount of

service required. In particular, the scheme attempts to give session i a rate of

gi =
wiP
j wj

: (1.10)

However, there is a tradeo� between exibility and packet delay, since a large range

of weights leads to large service cycle times, and consequently to large worst case
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packet delays.

A much better implementation of weighted round robin operates according to

a frame structure. The server attempts to enforce the weights over several (short)

polling rounds that comprise a frame. The idea is best explained by example: Suppose

there are two sessions A and B, and the weights are wA = 3 and wB = 7. Then the

frame has 10 slots and has the structure: ABBABBABBB3. So there are four rounds

in this frame. Sometimes the frame length can be made much less than than the sum

of the weights. For example if wA = 20 and wB = 60, the frame is ABBB, i.e. it

has only size four. In general, if the weights are reduced so that they do not have a

common factor greater than 1, the frame structure must be at least
P

iwi long. It is

easy to come up with examples for which the frame size goes up exponentially with

the number of sessions. For example, if w1 = 1 and wi = 2 �wi�1 for i = 2; :::; N , the

the frame size grows as O(2N).

Another advantage of PGPS is that it handles variable length packets in a much

more systematic manner.

Next, we examine the issue of how well weighted robin approximates GPS for the

simple case: wi = w for all i. Thus this is an example of uniform round robin, and the

frame structure for the given weights is simply 1; 2; 3; :::; N . Assume that the number

of sessions, N , is much larger than 3, let the �rst frame begin at time zero, i.e., the

server �rst polls session 1 at time zero, and assume that it takes one unit of time to

serve a packet.

We focus our attention on a session N packet, p, that arrives at time N � 1+,

i.e. the instant of time just after time N � 1. All other sessions, i = 1; 2; :::; N � 1,

have arrivals at times i� 1 and N + i� 2. Notice that under weighted round robin,

p arrives just after the server has polled session N and so misses its slot. It departs

the system at time 2N � 1.

Now suppose that the server were a GPS server. In the interval (N � 1; N) there

3Assume �xed length packets here.
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are only two backlogged sessions, so that half of packet p will be served by time N .

Similarly, an additional one third of the packet will be served by time N + 1, and p

will depart at time N + 5
3
. Thus, p spends about N � 3 additional units of time in

the system under round robin. For large N this can be a signi�cant amount of time.

Recall that under PGPS p can depart at most 1 unit of time later than it does under

GPS.

The example illustrates that PGPS approximates GPS (in the worst case) much

better than does weighted round robin. Stated di�erently, if the goal of weighted

round robin is to satisfy (1.10), then PGPS meets this goal better than weighted

round robin does in the worst case. However, when the packet sizes are small, both

schemes will approximate GPS well.

Choosing a good frame structure

This minor digression addresses the question of how a frame structure should be

chosen when the goal of weighted robin is to satisfy (1.10). PGPS can be used to

accomplish this as follows: The frame structure is given by the session order in which

the �rst
P

j wj packets would depart the system under a PGPS system given by

�i = wj when no empty queue is encountered by the server; if two packets depart

simultaneously, give higher priority to the packet belonging to the session of higher

weight. For example, if N = 4 then the frame structure is

(4; 3); (4; 2); (4; 3); (4; 3; 2; 1):

Notice that the maximum distance between two successive session i slots is aboutP
j
wj

wi
.
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1.6.4 A Least Slackness Implementation of PGPS

Many schemes proposed in the literature such as [7], and [19], explicitly manage the

packet delays at each switch in the route. Under such schemes the service policy at a

node is based on the deadline of each packet (rather than on the session type), where

the deadline of a delay constrained packet is the time by which the packet must reach

its destination. While this approach allows for considerable exibility, it does not

lend itself to the kind of analyzability a�orded by schemes such as PGPS.

As a means for comparing PGPS with such deadline-based service disciplines, we

present a \least-slack" implementation of PGPS, in which the due-dates are computed

according to a slightly di�erent notion of virtual time than the one used in Section

1.5.1. Every session has a virtual clock that reads time V Ci(t) at real time t. Assume

that the server works at rate 1, and suppose that a system busy period begins at time

zero. De�ne SG
i (0; t) to be the amount of session i tra�c served by the GPS server

in the interval [0; t]. Then

V Ci(t) =
SG
i (0; t)

�i
:

Suppose a session i packet, p, arrives at time t. (Recall that we consider a packet to

have arrived only after its last bit has arrived.) De�ne Ai(0; t) to be the amount of

session i tra�c that has arrived in the interval [0; t] under GPS. Then the packet is

stamped with the value

sp =
Ai(0; t)

�i
:

At any time t, the slack of a backlogged session i packet p is de�ned as

slackp(t) = sp � V Ci(t):

Now suppose the server has just completed serving a packet at time � . Then since it

is work conserving, it must schedule the next packet transmission at time � .

The rule is to serve a packet with the least slack at time � , i.e. to schedule a
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packet p such that slackp(�) � slackq(�) for all packets q that are backlogged at time

� .

We now explain why this rule implements PGPS. Consider a session i packet,

p that is backlogged in the PGPS system at some time t. Then �islackp(t) is the

amount of session i tra�c that the GPS server has to serve after time t, for packet p

to clear the GPS system. Now consider a session j packet q, that is also backlogged

at time t. It follows from the de�nition of GPS and from Lemma 1.1 that packet p

clears the GPS system before packet q if and only if slackp(t) < slackq(t). Note that

this is true regardless of any arrivals after time t. Thus we have an implementation

of PGPS in which the Fp's do not have to be computed explicitly.

Notice that

� In the context of traditional scheduling policies, sp can be viewed as the due-

date for packet p in virtual time. Hence the di�erence between the stamped

value and virtual time is naturally referred to as slackness.

� The rate at which the virtual clock for session i ticks is proportional to the rate

at which session i is being served by the GPS server. The faster a session's

virtual clock ticks, the better service that session gets.

� The session i virtual clock tick rate is also proportional to �i. This ensures that

sessions with large values of � get better service than those with smaller values

of �.

� Suppose that all the sessions in a set B are backlogged in the interval [0; T ]

under GPS. Then for any two sessions, i; j 2 B, we have V Ci(t) = V Cj(t) for

all t 2 [0; T ], i.e. their virtual clocks read the same time in the interval [0; T ].

� When all the �i's are equal, and the packet sizes are �xed, the rule simpli�es

to serving the packets in the order in which they appear at the heads of their

sessions queues under GPS.
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All frames are of the same type.

Figure 1-4: Adjacent Frames under Stop-and-Go.

1.6.5 Stop-and-Go Queueing

In [10, 11, 12] Golestani proposes a novel scheme for congestion management that is

based on a service discipline called stop-and-go queueing. The scheme allows for tight

control of jitter and provides bounds on end-to-end worst-case delay and backlog. In

this section we will describe stop-and-go queueing, but postpone to Chapter 4, a

detailed comparison of the network bounds with those obtained under PGPS with

leaky bucket admission control.

The network supports a �nite number of connection types. For every type g,

each link divides time into frames of size Tg. The frame times do not have to be

synchronized|frames may be de�ned with respect to di�erent reference points.

The admission policy under which delay and bu�er size guarantees can be made

is that no more than rkTg bits are admitted into the network in any type g frame,

where rk is the transmission rate assigned to session i. A tra�c stream that obeys

this restriction is said to be (rk; Tg)-smooth.

The concept of adjacent frames is central to de�ning the stop-and-go discipline:

Suppose a type g frame f , is de�ned on an incoming link (also called an arriving

frame), and expires at time � . Then the next type g frame on the outgoing link that

begins after time � is de�ned as the frame adjacent to f . This is illustrated in Figure

1-4. Any service discipline that follows the following three rules is de�ned to be

stop-and-go:

(a) A packet arriving on a frame f is not eligible for service until the beginning of
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the outgoing frame adjacent to f .

(b) Tg � Tg�1 for g = 2; :::; G and any eligible type g packet has non-preemptive

priority over eligible packets of type g0 < g.

(c) The link is never idle if there are eligible packets in queue.

For appropriately constrained allocations of the rk's, all of the tra�c in each arriving

(type g) frame can be served during the adjacent departing (type g) frame. Thus the

smoothness condition imposed on the incoming tra�c is maintained throughout the

network. Also, two packets that enter the network in the same frame, will remain

in the same frame for every hop traversed, and will leave the network in the same

departing frame as well. The delay for each packet of a type g connection is given by

Dg
p�d

g
p, where D

g
p is a constant for every packet of the connection, and dgp varies over

the packets but has magnitude less than Tg. Thus, jitter is bounded by 2Tg. Jitter is

introduced because the position of a packet in the arriving frame of the destination

node may be di�erent from its position in the arriving frame at the source node.

This tight control over jitter is achieved at the cost of limited exibility and re-

duced utilization of the network. The ine�ciency results from the fact that bandwidth

must be allocated by peak rates rather than average rates. Leaky bucket admission

control is less restrictive than the access policy based on (rk; Tg)-smoothness (this will

be evident in Section 1.7). Further, the stop-and-go server is not work-conserving,

and so average packet delays are also likely to be higher than they would be under

PGPS (with the same kind of access control). Also, the need for �xed slot sizes limits

the number of types of connections that are supported by the network. In Chapter 4

we will see how this can also limit the range of performance guarantees that can be

given relative to PGPS.

Finally, we note that since stop-and-go queueing can be realized at a node through

separate FIFO queues for each connection type, it is easy to implement. However,

the virtual time implementation of PGPS does not appear to be di�cult to realize
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either [2].

1.6.6 Virtual Clock Multiplexing

In [25], Zhang proposes a \Flow" architecture for high speed networks in which both

the rate enforcement and the multiplexing functions are performed using a mechanism

known as a Virtual Clock. This virtual clock di�ers from the concept of Virtual Time

introduced in Section 1.5.1 and from the virtual clock of Section 1.6.4.

Every session has a clock associated with it that ticks at a potentially di�erent

rate. When a session i packet arrives it is stamped according to an algorithm that

is independent of the arrivals from the other sessions. The stamped packets enter a

queue common to all the sessions, and are served in order of stamped value. The

packets are stamped as follows: Let ARi be the average packet arrival rate for session

i.

� At session set-up time, set V T icki = AR�1
i .

� When the �rst session i packet is received, set V irtualClocki  real time.

� Upon receiving a session i packet:

1. V irtualClocki  maxfreal time; V irtualClockig; stamp the packet with

the value of V irtualClocki.

2. V irtualClocki  V irtualClocki + V T icki.

This scheme is similar to PGPS in that it does not allow bursty users to increase

the delay of packets from other \better behaved" sessions, and is also able to treat

sessions di�erently according to their average rates. It also provides good average

packet delay. However, a signi�cant di�erence between the two schemes has to do

with how they deal with a session that has received better than guaranteed service

during some interval of time. Under Virtual Clock multiplexing the packets of this
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session are \punished" as illustrated in the following example, whereas under PGPS

no such punishment occurs:

Suppose there are two sessions with AR1 = AR2 = 1
2
, and all packets require

exactly one time unit of service. Starting at time zero, 1000 session 1 packets arrive

at a rate of 1 packet/second. No session 2 packets arrive in the interval [0; 900),

so the �rst 900 packets from session 1 are served in the interval [0; 900). At time

900� there are no packets in queue from either session; the session 1 virtual clock

reads 1800 and the session 2 virtual clock reads 900. Now suppose that 450 session

2 packets arrive starting at time 900 at a rate of 1 packet/second. They will be

stamped 900; 902; 904; ::::; 1798, while the 100 session 1 packets that arrive after time

900 will be stamped 1800; 1804; :::; 1998. Thus, all of the session 2 packets will be

served before any of these session 1 packets are served. The session 1 packets are being

punished since the session used the server exclusively in the interval [0; 900). But note

this exclusive use of the server was not at the expense of any session 2 packets. Under

PGPS no such punishment occurs which is essentially what permits rate guarantees

to be seen by every arriving packet even in the absence of rate admission control.

Since the admission of packets is regulated at the network periphery, it does not

seem necessary to punish users at the internal nodes as well. Note that virtual clock

multiplexing is not worst-case packet fair, which in the absence of stringent access

control can result in poor worst-case packet delays.

1.7 Leaky Bucket

Consider the leaky bucket scheme [23] of Figure 1-5. Tokens or permits are generated

at a �xed rate, �, and packets can be released into the network only after removing

the required number of tokens from the token bucket. There is no bound on the

number of packets that can be bu�ered, but the token bucket contains at most � bits

worth of tokens. In addition to securing the required number of tokens, the tra�c is
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Figure 1-5: A Leaky Bucket

further constrained to leave the bucket at a maximum rate of C � �.

The constraint imposed by the leaky bucket is as follows: If Ai(�; t) is the amount

of session i ow that leaves the leaky bucket and enters the network in the time

interval (�; t], then

Ai(�; t) � minf(t� �)Ci; �i + �i(t� �)g; 8t � � � 0; (1.11)

for every session i. We say that session i conforms to (�i; �i; Ci), or Ai � (�i; �i; Ci).

This model for incoming tra�c is very similar to the one recently proposed by Cruz

[4], [5], and it has also been used in various forms to represent the inow of parts into

manufacturing systems by Kumar [20], [17]. The arrival constraint is attractive since

it restricts the tra�c in terms of average rate (�), peak rate (C), and burstiness (�

and C).

1.7.1 Properties of the Arrival Constraint

The �rst concern that the reader might have is that the constraint appears to be

so simple that it might not be descriptive enough to model a wide variety of tra�c

patterns. However, there is more to (1.11) than meets the eye. Figure 1-6 shows how

a fairly bursty source might be characterized using the constraints.
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Figure 1-6: Ai(t) and li(t).

Suppose we are given a candidate session i arrival function, Ai, and are asked to

check whether it conforms to (1.11). Let us assume that the slope of Ai(0; t) never

exceeds Ci, since otherwise (1.11) is violated. But since the condition (1.11) applies

to all subintervals (�; t], it is not clear if there is a convenient way of checking whether

the burstiness conditions are met:

Represent Ai(0; t) as in Figure 1-6. We assume that the session starts out with

a full bucket of tokens. Let lAi (t) be de�ned as the minimum di�erence between the

two sides of (1.11) for Ci =1. Then

lAi (t) = min
��t
f�i + �i(t� �)� A(�; t)g; t � 0: (1.12)

We can interpret lAi (t) to be the number of permits left in the bucket at time t4 if

the token are arriving at rate �i. Then from (1.11) we see that Â � (�i; �i;1) if and

only if lAi (t) � �i for all t � 0.

These concepts are illustrated in Figure 1-6. Ki(t) represents the total number of

4By \number" of permits we mean the number of bits that the session has permission to send.
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tokens that will arrive at the session i bucket in the interval [0; t]. Thus

Ki(t)�Ki(�) � �i(t� �); � � t (1.13)

(we do not have equality since the bucket may be full and reject tokens in some

subintervals of [�; t]. Also, we now have a simpler de�nition for lAi (t):

lAi (t) = �i +Ki(t)� Ai(0; t): (1.14)

A result that will be useful later is the following:

Lemma 1.2 For every session i, and session i arrival function Ai:

lAi (�)� lAi (t) � Ai(�; t)� �i(t� �) (1.15)

for all 0 � � � t.

Proof. From (1.14):

lAi (�)� lAi (t) = Ai(�; t)� (Ki(t)�Ki(�)):

But Ki(t)�Ki(�) � �i(t� �), so we are done. 2

1.8 Delay Models for High Speed Networks

We have seen why the bandwidth assignment function of a rate based ow control

scheme must compute (or reliably estimate) end-to-end packet delays in order to

provide guarantees on these delays. Since the thrust of this thesis is to analyze such

a scheme, a good model of delay in high speed data networks is indispensable to us.

Much work has been done in the past to formulate delay models for data networks.

For a clear and insightful description of this work see Chapter 3 of [1]. The network
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is modeled as a collection of interconnected queues, and average case analysis is

performed for a variety of service disciplines. Packets entering the network are almost

always modeled as a Poisson process and standard results in queueing theory are used

to do the analysis. However, there are two reasons why the Poisson assumption is

inappropriate for the packet arrival process in a high speed network:

First, even if messages are generated according to a Poisson process, in general

they will be broken up or segmented into smaller packets. Unless we assume very long

packet lengths, the long messages of high bandwidth applications such as video, will

be broken up into many smaller packets, and the interarrival times of these packets

is surely not exponentially distributed. In fact, assuming an exponential distribution

is misleading, since it does not allow a realistic study of burstiness in the network.

Second, recall that in rate based ow control schemes, the sessions are constrained in

a deterministic fashion (for example in the leaky bucket schemes the amount of tra�c

that enters the network in � seconds is no more than � + ��). Even if the source

generates Poisson tra�c, the e�ects of these constraints would have to be taken into

account. Thus, the main advantage of the Poisson process, namely its property of

renewing at every instant of time may be lost as soon as the tra�c enters the network.

Realistic stochastic models of the incoming tra�c are very di�cult to justify

since the nature of the tra�c generation is so varied. Recently proposed models are

generally hierarchical or layered Markov models (for example [13]) that seem very

di�cult to analyze. Also note that the action of the leaky bucket precludes us from

modeling the queueing problems as Jackson networks, which complicates the analysis

further. Recall that in Jackson networks, the service time distributions are chosen

independently at every server in the route|for a data network this implies that the

packet lengths are rechosen at every node.

In this thesis, we will assume nothing about the tra�c except that it is has been

constrained in a known deterministic fashion by a rate enforcement function. This

will preclude us from doing any average case analysis, which is a disadvantage, but
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any of the results we do obtain will be valid for all types of source tra�c. This is in

keeping with our assumption that one cannot predict ways in which the network will

be used in the future.

Another fundamental assumption upon which much of the delay analysis in data

network is based (mostly implicitly) is that no single user can signi�cantly alter the

average rate at which tra�c enters a subnet node. This assumption, known as the

\Many Small Sessions Assumption," (Chapter 3, [1]) allows one to reasonably assume

that the tra�c entering a subnet node can be modeled as a stationary stochastic

process (the Quasistatic assumption). While these assumptions have simpli�ed data

network performance analysis dramatically (especially of routing), we must be careful

in applying them to high speed networks. For example, suppose that most of the

sessions coming into a node are voice and low-speed data tra�c sessions. The addition

of a 50 Mb/s bursty \image" session might dramatically a�ect the tra�c rate into

the node. If such scenarios are probable (as we suspect they will be) in high speed

networks, the \small sessions" assumption is seriously violated.

Motivated by the stringent delay requirements of real-time tra�c, the approach we

will take is to compute worst case bounds on quantities such as delay and the bu�er

size (at each node), rather than determining their distributions. Worst case analysis

is sometimes dismissed since it can lead to overly conservative results. However, if

performed carefully, it can yield considerable insight. Stochastic analysis of realistic

systems, such as the session based generalized processing sharing system, can be

virtually intractable. When results are forthcoming, they are often in the transform

domain and yield minimal insight. Finally, since bandwidth is an abundant resource

of a high speed network, it seems reasonable to err on the side of the user|i.e.

to provide �rm guarantees to the user by possibly wasting some of the plentiful

bandwidth. Fortunately, we will �nd that even under this conservative approach,

excellent performance guarantees may be within the Generalized Processor Sharing

framework.
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The �rst step in formulating a methodology for carrying out the task at hand has

been taken by Cruz [4],[5] whose work has been most helpful to us.

1.9 Thesis Outline

The goal of this thesis is to understand the tradeo� between exibility and perfor-

mance guarantees in an integrated services network when there is contention for the

links. In Chapter 1, we proposed analyzing this tradeo� in the context of a system

that combines a packet service discipline based on Generalized Processor Sharing at

then nodes of the network with Leaky bucket admission control. The rest of this

thesis consists of this analysis and is organized as follows:

In Chapter 2 we focus on the single node GPS system and show how to compute

bounds e�ciently on the worst-case session delay and backlog. We then use the set of

tools developed in our analysis to understand other service disciplines as well, when

their sources are leaky bucket constrained.

In Chapter 3 we extend the results of the single node system to arbitrary topology

networks of GPS servers. We show how to compute bounds on session delay and

backlog for a very broad class of GPS assignments called Consistent Relative Session

Treatment assignments. We are also able to analyze the session route as a whole,

rather than to treat the delay (backlog) along a path as the sum of the worst-case

delays (backlogs) at each node in the path. For some assignments, this yields bounds

on worst-case session delay that are independent the number of switches in the path.

These results are then further extended in Chapter 4, to arbitrary topology net-

works of PGPS servers. As an intermediate step, we incorporate packet lengths into

the analysis of GPS networks of Chapter 3. The PGPS results are interpreted in the

context of Rate Proportional Processor Sharing networks, where the server alloca-

tions of each session i, are proportional to �i. We show that for high speed RPPS
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networks:

D�
i �

�i + (K � 1)Lmax

�i
; (1.16)

Chapter 5 contains a summary of the major contributions of this thesis, and also

has some suggestions for further work.



Chapter 2

Single Server Generalized

Processor Sharing

In this chapter we analyze the performance of single server queueing systems in the

worst-case for sessions that operate under leaky bucket constraints i.e., the session

tra�c is constrained as in (1.11). The performance of the multiplexer is characterized

by three parameters{worst case session delay, maximum queue length and maximum

burstiness of the outgoing session tra�c. While our focus will be on generalized pro-

cessing sharing servers, the techniques developed in this analysis carry over to systems

with other service disciplines such as First Come First Serve and Strict Priority.

In the next section we describe the single server system, and de�ne the quantities

of interest|worst case delay, backlog, and burstiness. In Section 2.2 useful de�nitions

that can be used for analyzing any single server system are presented, and some simple

results derived. Next, we introduce the notion of a greedy session, and state the major

result of this chapter|that as long as tra�c from any session can arrive at the rate

of the server, delay, burstiness and backlog are maximized for every session in a GPS

system when all the sessions are greedy from the start of a system busy period. This

allows us to bound session delay and backlog for any single node GPS system. In

Section 2.4 we prove the result for systems that have in�nite capacity incoming links,

50
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and deal with the �nite capacity input links case in Section 2.5. Having understood

how to analyze a given single GPS system in the worst case, we address the problem

of meeting the worst case delay requirements of the sessions. An e�cient algorithm

is presented in Section 2.6 that enables a server to check if a new session i can meet

its delay requirement for a given value of �i. In Section 2.7 we present some of our

ideas on how the �i's should be assigned, but work still needs to be done in this area.

The problem of how to analyze a GPS server stochastically when N = 2 is briey

examined in Section 2.8. In Section 2.9 we exploit the insights gained from the GPS

system to give simple derivations of delay for a variety of other multiplexers. Some

of these results are extensions of the bounds found in [4]. We conclude the chapter

with some suggestions for further work.

2.1 The Single Server System

In this section we assume a single server that is work conserving (i.e. it is never idle

if there is work in the system), and that operates at the �xed rate of 1. There are

N sessions, and the only assumptions we make about the incoming tra�c are that

Ai � (�i; �i; Ci) for i = 1; 2; :::; N , and that the system is empty before time zero.

The session i tra�c that leaves the multiplexer is called the session i outgoing tra�c,

and is characterized by (�outi ; �i; C
out
i ). A major goal of this chapter is to determine

the values of these parameters for GPS.

Let Si(�; t) be the amount of session i tra�c served in the interval (�; t]. Note

that Si(0; t) is continuous and non-decreasing in t for all t (see Figure 2-1).

The session i backlog at time � is de�ned to be

Qi(�) = Ai(0; �)� Si(0; �): (2.1)

Notice that if Qi(�) = 0, then Si(�; t) � Ai(�; t) for all t � � .

The session i delay at time � is denoted by Di(�), and is the amount of time that
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�
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Ai(0; t)

Di(�)

�

Figure 2-1: Ai(0; t), Si(0; t), Qi(t) and Di(t)

session i ow arriving at time � spends in the system before departing. Thus

Di(�) = infft � � : Si(0; t) = Ai(0; �)g � �: (2.2)

From Figure 2-1 we see that Di(�) is the horizontal distance between the curves

Ai(0; t) and Si(0; t) at the ordinate value of Ai(0; �). Clearly, Di(�) depends on the

arrival functions A1; :::; AN . We are interested in computing the maximum delay over

all time, and over all arrival functions that are consistent with (1.11). Let D�
i be the

maximum delay for session i. Then

D�
i = max

(A1;::::;AN)
max
��0

Di(�):

Similarly, we de�ne the maximum backlog for session i, Q�
i :

Q�
i = max

(A1;::::;AN)
max
��0

Qi(�):

The problem we will analyze in the following sections is: Given �1; :::; �N for a

GPS server of rate 1 and given (�j; �j; Cj); j = 1; :::; N , what are D�
i and Q

�
i for every
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session i? We will also be able to characterize the burstiness of the output tra�c for

every session i, which will be especially useful in our analysis of GPS networks in the

following chapters.

2.2 De�nitions and Preliminary Results

In this section we introduce notions that are helpful in analyzing GPS, but that are

general enough to be used for other service disciplines as well. This will enable us to

draw some general conclusions about single server work conserving systems.

Given A1; :::; AN , let �
�
i be de�ned for each session i and time � � 0 as

��i = Qi(�) + li(�) (2.3)

where li(�) was de�ned in 1.14, and is the number of tokens in the leaky bucket at

time � . Thus ��i is the sum of the number of tokens left in the bucket and the session

backlog at the server at time � . If Ci = 1 we can think of ��i as the maximum

amount of session i backlog at time �+, over all arrival functions that are identical to

A1; :::; AN up to time � .

Observe that �0i = �i. Also, if Qi(�) = 0 then ��i = li(�). But li(�) � �i since the

bucket size is �i. Thus

Qi(�) = 0) ��i � �i: (2.4)

Lemma 2.1 For all time t � � ,

Ai(�; t) +Qi(�) � ��i + (t� �)�i; (2.5)

for all sessions, i.

Finally, we relate the amount of session i tra�c served in the interval [�; t] to �ti and

��i :
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Lemma 2.2 For every session i, � � t:

Si(�; t) � ��i � �ti + �i(t� �): (2.6)

Proof. From Lemma 1.2:

li(�)� li(t) � Ai(�; t)� �i(�; t):

Substituting for l�i and lti (from (2.3)) we have

Qi(�) + Ai(�; t)�Qi(t) � ��i � �ti + �i(t� �):

Now notice that

Si(�; t) = Qi(�) + Ai(�; t)�Qi(t):

Thus,

Si(�; t) � ��i � �ti + �i(t� �):

2

De�ne a system busy period to be a maximal interval B such that for any

�; t 2 B, � � t:
NX
i=1

Si(�; t) = t� �:

Since the system is work conserving, if B = [t1; t2], then
PN

i=1Qi(t1) =
PN

i=1Qi(t2) =

0.

Lemma 2.3 When
P

j �j < 1, the length of a system busy period is at most

PN
i=1 �i

1�
PN

i=1 �i
:
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Proof. Suppose [t1; t2] is a system busy period. By assumption,

NX
i=1

Qi(t1) =
NX
i=1

Qi(t2) = 0:

Thus
NX
i=1

Ai(t1; t2) =
NX
i=1

Si(t1; t2) = t2 � t1:

From (1.11):

t2 � t1 �
NX
i=1

(�i + �i(t2 � t1));

which yields

t2 � t1 �

PN
i=1 �i

1�
PN

i=1 �i
:

2

A simple consequence of this lemma is that every system busy period is bounded.

Since session delay is bounded by the length of the largest possible system busy

period, the session delays, and session queue lengths are bounded as well.

Finally, let �outi be the least quantity such that Si � (�outi ; �i; r) where r is the rate

of the server. Then we may relate the maximum session i delay, D�
i , to �

out
i through

a result by Cruz [4].

Lemma 2.4 If
P

j �j < 1, then for every session i:

�outi � �i + �iD
�
i :

Now consider Figure 2-2. It illustrates a single server system in which
P

i �i < 1.

We can now draw the following conclusions for session i:

� Every system busy period is bounded. So are D�
i , Q

�
i and �outi .

� �i + �iD
�
i � �outi � �i: The �rst inequality follows from Lemma 2.4. For the
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NN

N � 1

2

1

2

1

N � 1

i = 1; :::; N�outi � �i

Figure 2-2: A single server system.

second inequality, suppose

Ai(0; �) = minfCi�; �i + �i�g; � � 0:

Then for large enough values of � , i.e. for � � � � we have

Ai(0; �) = �i + �i�; � � � �:

Now since the system is stable, there must be a time � � � � at which the session

i backlog is zero. Thus the amount served at this time must be �i+�i� implying

that �outi � �i.

� Cout
i = 1: The maximum rate at which it can send tra�c on the output link for

session i is the rate at which it operates, i.e. at rate 1.

Lemma 2.5 If Ci =1 then for each session i:

�outi = Q�
i :

Proof. Suppose that Q�
i is achieved at some time t�, and session i continues to send
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tra�c at rate �i after t
�. Further, for each j 6= i, let tj be the time of arrival of the

last session j bit to be served before time t�. Then Q�
i is also achieved at t� when

the arrival functions of all the sessions j 6= i are truncated at tj, i.e., Aj(tj; t) = 0,

j 6= i. In this case, all the other session queues are empty at time t�, and beginning

at time t�, the server will exclusively serve session i at rate 1 for
Q�
i

1��i
units of time,

after which session i will be served at rate �i. Thus

Si(t
�; t) = minft� t�; Q�

i + �i(t
� � t)g; 8t � t�:

From this we have

�outi � Q�
i :

We now show that the reverse inequality holds as well: For any � � t:

Si(�; t) = Ai(�; t) +Qi(�)�Qi(t)

� l�i + �i(t� �) +Qi(�)�Qi(t)

= ��i �Qi(t) + �i(t� �)

This implies that

�outi � ��i �Qi(t) � ��i � Q�
i ;

where the last inequality holds since Ci =1. Thus

�outi = Q�
i :

2

We end this section with some comments valid only for the GPS system: Let a

session i busy period be a maximal interval Bi contained in a single system busy
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period, such that for all �; t 2 Bi:

Si(�; t)

Sj(�; t)
�

�i
�j

j = 1; 2; ::; N: (2.7)

Notice that it is possible for a session to have zero backlog during its busy period.

However, if Qi(�) > 0 then � must be in a session i busy period at time � . We have

already shown in (1.2) that

Lemma 2.6 For every interval [�; t] that is in a session i busy period

Si(�; t) � (t� �)
�iPN
j=1 �j

:

Notice that when � = �i for all i, the service guarantee reduces to

Si(�; t) �
t� �

N
:

2.3 Greedy Sessions

Session i is de�ned to be greedy starting at time � if

Ai(�; t) = minfCi(t� �); li(�) + (t� �)�ig; for all t � �: (2.8)

To distinguish this arrival function from an arbitrary session i arrival function, we

denote it as A�
i . Thus, for an arbitrary input Ai, the corresponding input A�

i that is

greedy at time � is A�
i such that A�

i 0; s = Ai(0; s) for s < � , and is given by (2.8) for

times t � � .

In terms of the leaky bucket, this means that the session uses as many tokens as

possible (i.e. sends at maximum possible rate) for all times t � � . At time � , session

i has li(�) tokens left in the bucket, but it is constrained to send tra�c at a maximum

rate of Ci. Thus it takes
l�i

Ci��i
time units to deplete the tokens in the bucket. After
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Figure 2-3: A session i arrival function that is greedy from time � .

this, the rate will be limited by the token arrival rate, �i.

Figure 2-3 depicts the arrival function A�
i which is greedy starting at time � . From

inspection of the �gure (and from (2.8)), we see that if a system busy period starts

at time zero, then

A0
i (0; t) � A(0; t); 8A � (�i; �i; Ci); t � 0:

The major result in this section will be the following:

Theorem 2.1 Suppose that Cj � r for every session j, where r is the rate of the

GPS server. Then for every session i, D�
i , Q

�
i and �

out
i are achieved (not necessarily

at the same time) when every session is greedy starting at time zero, the beginning of

a system busy period.

This is an intuitively pleasing and satisfying result. It seems reasonable that if a

session sends as much tra�c as possible at all times, it is going to impede the progress

of packets arriving from the other sessions. But notice that we are claiming a worst

case result, which implies that it is never more harmful for a subset of the sessions to
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\save up" their bursts, and to transmit them at a time greater than zero.

While there are many examples of service disciplines for which which this \all-

greedy regime" does not maximize delay, the amount of work required to establish

Theorem 2.1 is still somewhat surprising. Our approach is to prove the Theorem for

the case when Ci = 1 for all i|this implies that the links carrying tra�c to the

server have in�nite capacity. This is the easiest case to visualize since we do not have

to worry about the input links, and further, it bounds the performance of the �nite

link speed case, since any session can \simulate" a �nite speed input link by sending

packets at a �nite rate over the link.

2.4 Generalized Processor Sharing with In�nite In-

coming Link Capacities

When all the input link speeds are in�nite, the arrival constraint (1.11) is modi�ed

to

Ai(t; t +�) � �i + �i�; 8t � 0;� � 0; (2.9)

for every session i. We say that session i conforms to (�i; �i), or Ai � (�i; �i). Further,

we stipulate that
P

i �i < 1 to ensure stability.

By relaxing our constraint, we allow step or jump arrivals, which create discon-

tinuities in the arrival functions Ai. Our convention will be to treat the Ai as left-

continuous functions (i.e. continuous from the left). Thus a session i impulse of size

� at time 0 yields Qi(0) = 0 and Qi(0
+) = �. Also note that li(0) = �i, where

li(�) is the maximum amount of session i tra�c that could arrive at time �+ without

violating (2.9). When session i is greedy from time � , equation (2.9) reduces to

A�
i (�; t) = li(�) + (t� �)�i; for all t > �: (2.10)

Note also that if session i is greedy after time � , li(t) = 0 for any t > � .
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Figure 2-4: Session i arrivals and departures after 0, the beginning of a system busy
period.

De�ning ��i as before (from 2.3), we see that it is equal to Qi(�
+) when session i

is greedy starting at time � .

2.4.1 An All-greedy GPS system

Theorem 2.1 suggests that we should examine the dynamics of a system in which all

the sessions are greedy starting at time 0, the beginning of a system busy period.

This is illustrated in Figure 2-4.

From (2.10), we know that

A0
i (0; �) = �i + �i�; � � 0;

and let us assume for clarity of exposition, that �i > 0 for all i. De�ne e1 as the �rst

time at which one of the sessions, say L(1), ends its busy period. Then in the interval

[0; e1], each session i is in a busy period (since we assumed that �i > 0 for all i), and
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is served at rate �iPN

k=1
�k
. Since session L(1) is greedy after 0, it follows that

�L(1) <
�L(1)PN
k=1 �k

:

(We will show that such a session must exist in Lemma 2.8.) Now each session j still

in a busy period will be served at rate

(1� �L(1))�jPN
k=1 �k � �L(1)

until a time e2 when another session, L(2), ends its busy period. Similarly, for each

k:

�L(k) <
(1�

Pk�1
j=1 �L(j))�L(k)PN

j=1 �j �
Pk�1

j=1 �L(j)
; k = 1; 2; :::; N: (2.11)

As shown in Figure 2-4, the slopes of the various segments that comprise Si(0; t)

are si1; s
i
2; :::. From (2.11):

sik =
(1�

Pk�1
j=1 �L(j))�iPN

j=1 �j �
Pk�1

j=1 �L(j)
; k = 1; 2; :::; L(i): (2.12)

Lemma 2.7 fsikg k = 1; 2; :::; L(i) forms an increasing sequence for each session i.

Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that i = L(i) for i = 1; 2; :::; N . Then

sik =
(1�

Pk�1
j=1 �j)�iPN

j=k �j
; k = 1; 2; :::; i: (2.13)

Also,

�k < skk =
�k
�i
sik: (2.14)

We have for k = 1; 2; :::; i� 1:

sik+1
�i

=
sik
�i

 PN
j=k �jPN

j=k+1 �j

!
�

�kPN
j=k+1 �j

(2.15)
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=
sik
�i
(1 +

�kPN
j=k+1 �j

)�
�kPN

j=k+1 �j
: (2.16)

Thus

sik+1 � sik
�i

= (
sik�k
�i
� �k)

1PN
j=k+1 �j

(2.17)

> (
sik�k
�i
�
sik�k
�i

)
1PN

j=k+1 �j
(2.18)

> 0: (2.19)

2

Note that

� We only require that

0 � e1 � e2 � ::: � eN ;

allowing for several ei to be equal.

� We only care about t � eL(i) since the session i bu�er is always empty after this

time.

� Session i has exactly one busy period{the interval [0; eL(i)].

Any ordering of the sessions that meets (2.11) is known as a feasible ordering.

Thus, sessions 1; :::; N follow a feasible ordering if and only if:

�k <
(1�

Pk�1
j=1 �j)�kPN
j=k �j

; k = 1; 2; :::; N: (2.20)

Lemma 2.8 At least one feasible ordering exists if
PN

i=1 �i < 1:

Proof. By contradiction. Suppose there exists an index i, 1 � i � N such that we

can label the �rst i � 1 sessions of a feasible ordering f1; :::; i � 1g, but (2.20), does

not hold for any of the remaining sessions when k = i. Then we have for every session
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k � i:

�k � (1�
X
j<i

�j)(
�kP
j�i �j

):

Summing over all such k we have:

X
k�i

�k � 1�
X
j<i

�j )
NX
j=1

�j � 1

which is a contradiction, since we assumed that
PN

j=1 �j < 1: Thus no such index i

can exist and the Lemma is proven. 2

In general there are many feasible orderings possible, but the one that comes into

play at time 0 depends on the �i's. For example if � = �j and � = �j; j = 1; 2; :::; N ,

then there are n! di�erent feasible orderings. More generally, there are N ! di�erent

feasible orderings if �i = �i for all i. To simplify the notation let us assume that the

sessions are labeled so that j = L(j) for j = 1; 2; :::; N . Then for any two sessions i; j

indexed greater than k we can de�ne a \universal slope" sk by:

sk =
sik
�i

=
sjk
�i

=
1�

Pk�1
j=1 �jPN

j=k �k
; i; j > k; k = 1; 2; :::; N:

This allows us to describe the behavior of all the sessions in a single �gure as is

depicted in Figure 2-5. Under the all-greedy regime, the function V (t) (described in

Section 1.5.1), corresponds exactly to the universal service curve, S(0; t), shown in

Figure 2-5. It is worth noting that the virtual time function V (t) captures this notion

of generalized service for arbitrary arrival functions.

In the remainder of this section we will prove a tight lower bound on the amount

of service a session receives when it is in a busy period: Recall that for a given set of

arrival functions A = fA1; :::; ANg, A
� = fA�

1 ; :::; A
�
Ng is the set such that for every

session k, A�
k(0; s) = Ak(0; s) for s 2 [0; �), and session k is greedy starting at time � .

Lemma 2.9

Assume that session i is in a busy period in the interval [�; t]. Then (i) For any subset
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The arrival functions are scaled so that a universal service curve, S(0; t), can be

drawn. After time ei, session i has a backlog of zero until the end of the system

busy period, which is at time e5. The vertical distance between the dashed

curve corresponding to session i and S(0; �) is 1
�i
Qi(�), while the horizontal

distance yields Di(�) just as it does in Figure 2-4.

Figure 2-5: The dynamics of an all-greedy GPS system.
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M of m sessions, 1 � m � N , and any time t � � :

Si(�; t) �
(t� � � (

P
j 62M ��j + �j(t� �)))�iP

j2M �j
: (2.21)

(ii) Under A� , there exists a subset of the sessions, M t, for every t � � such that

equality holds in (2.21).

Proof. For compactness of notation, let �ji =
�j
�i
; 8i; j.

(i) From (2.6)

Sj(�; t) � ��j + �j(t� �)

for all j.

Also, since the interval [�; t] is in a session i busy period:

Sj(�; t) � �jiSi(�; t):

Thus

Sj(�; t) � minf��j + �j(t� �); �jiSi(�; t)g:

Since the system is in a busy period, the server serves exactly t� � units of tra�c

in the interval [�; t]. Thus

t� � �
NX
j=1

minf��j + �j(t� �); �jiSi(�; t)g

) t� � �
X
j 62M

��j + �j(t� �) +
X
j2M

�jiSi(�; t)

for any subset of sessions, M . Rearranging the terms yields (2.21).

(ii) Since all the sessions are greedy after � under A� , every session j will have a

session busy period that begins at � and lasts up to some time ej. As we showed in

the discussion leading up to Figure 2-5, Qj(t) = 0, for all t � ej. The system busy
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period ends at time e� = maxj ej. De�ne

M t = fj : ej � tg:

By the de�nition of GPS we know that session j 2 M t receives exactly �jiSi(�; t)

units of service in the interval (�; t]. A session k is not in M t only if ek < t, so we

must have Qk(t) = 0. Thus, for k 62M t,

Sk(�; t) = ��k + �k(t� �);

and equality is achieved in (2.21). 2

2.4.2 An Important Inequality

In the previous section we examined the behavior of the GPS system when the sessions

are greedy. Here we prove an important inequality that holds for any arrival functions

that conform to the arrival constraints (2.9).

Theorem 2.2 : Let 1; :::; N be a feasible ordering. Then for any time t and session

p:
pX

k=1

�tk �
pX

k=1

�k:

We want to show that at the beginning of a session p busy period, the collective

burstiness of sessions 1; :::; p will never be more than what it was at time 0. The

interesting aspect of this theorem is that it holds for every feasible ordering of the

sessions. When �j = �, and �j = � for every j, it says that the collective burstiness

of any subset of sessions is no less than what it was at the beginning of the system

busy period.

The following weaker result is quite easy to show
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Lemma 2.10 Suppose B = [0; T ] is a system busy period. Then

NX
j=1

�tj <
NX
j=1

�j; 0 < t < T:

Proof. From Lemma (2.6) we have for every session j:

�tj + Sj(0; t) � �j + �jt: (2.22)

Summing over j � N :

NX
j=1

�
�tj + Sj(0; t)

�
�

NX
j=1

(�j + �jt) :

Since [0; t] is in a system busy period,
P

j Sj(0; t) = t. Thus

NX
j=1

�tj + t �
NX
j=1

(�j + �jt) <
X
j

�j + t

)
NX
j=1

�tj <
NX
j=1

�j:

2

The di�erence between Lemma 2.10 and Theorem 2.2 is that in the Lemma the

sum is over all sessions, whereas in the theorem the sum is only over p sessions. It is

surprising that the stronger result is so much harder to prove.

We present the following useful result in Lemma 2.11. It says (essentially), that if

session p is served at a rate smaller than its average rate, �p, during a session p busy

period, then the sessions indexed lower than p will be served correspondingly higher

than their average rates. Note that this lemma is true even when the sessions are not

greedy.

Lemma 2.11 Let 1; :::; N be a feasible ordering, and suppose that session p is busy
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in the interval [�; t]. Further, de�ne x to satisfy

Sp(�; t) = �p(t� �)� x (2.23)

Then
p�1X
k=1

Sk(�; t) >
p�1X
k=1

(t� �)�k + x(1 +
NX

j=p+1

�j
�p
): (2.24)

Proof. For compactness of notation, let �ij =
�i
�j
; 8i; j. Now because of the feasible

ordering,

�p <
1�

Pp�1
j=1 �iPN

i=p �ip
:

Thus

Sp(�; t) < (t� �)

 
1�

Pp�1
j=1 �iPN

i=p �ip

!
� x: (2.25)

Also, Sj(�; t) � �jpSp(�; t), for all j. Thus

NX
j=p

Sj(�; t) � Sp(�; t)
NX
j=p

�jp:

Using (2.25)
NX
j=p

Sj(�; t) < (t� �)(1�
p�1X
j=1

�j)� x
NX
j=p

�jp:

Since [�; t] is in a system busy period:

NX
j=p

Sj(�; t) = (t� �)�
p�1X
j=1

Sj(�; t):

Thus

(t� �)�
p�1X
j=1

Sj(�; t) < (t� �)(1�
p�1X
j=1

�j)� x
NX
j=p

�jp

)
p�1X
j=1

Sj(�; t) > (t� �)
p�1X
j=1

�j + x(1 +
NX

j=p+1

�jp);

since �pp = 1. 2
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Lemma 2.12 Let 1; :::; N be a feasible ordering, and suppose that session p is busy

in the interval [�; t]. Then if Sp(�; t) � �p(t� �):

pX
k=1

Sk(�; t) > (t� �)
pX

k=1

�k; (2.26)

Proof. Let

Sp(�; t) = �p(t� �)� x;

x � 0. Then from (2.24) we have are done, since x
PN

j=p+1
�j
�p
� 0. 2

Lemma 2.13 Let 1; :::; N be a feasible ordering, and suppose that session p is busy

in the interval [�; t]. Then if Sp(�; t) � �p(t� �):

pX
k=1

�tk �
pX

k=1

��k :

Proof. From Lemma 2.2, for every k,

��k + �k(t� �)� Sk(�; t) � �tk:

Summing over k, and substituting from (2.26), we have the result. 2

If we choose � to be the beginning of a session p busy period, then Lemma 2.13 says

that if Sp(�; t) � �p(t� �) then

�tp +
p�1X
k=1

�tk � �p +
p�1X
k=1

��k : (2.27)

Now we will prove Theorem 2.2: We state it again for reference:

Theorem 2.2: Let 1; :::; N be a feasible ordering. Then for any time t and session

p:
pX

k=1

�tk �
pX

k=1

�k:
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Proof. We proceed by induction on the index of the session p.

Basis: p = 1. De�ne � to be the last time at or before t such that Q1(�) = 0. Then

session 1 is in a busy period in the interval [�; t], and we have

S1(�; t) �
(t� �)�1PN

k=1 �k
> (t� �)�1:

The second inequality follows since session 1 is �rst in a feasible order, implying that

�1 <
�1PN

k=1
�k
. From Lemma 2.2:

�t1 � ��1 + �1(t� �)� S1(�; t) < ��1 � �1:

This shows the basis.

Inductive Step: Assume the hypothesis for 1; 2; :::; p� 1 and show it for p. Let � be

the start of the session p busy period that contains t.

Observe that if Qi(t) = 0 for any session i then �ti � �i. Now consider two cases:

Case 1: �tp � �p: By the induction hypothesis:

p�1X
i=1

�ti �
p�1X
i=1

�i:

Thus
pX
i=1

�ti �
pX
i=1

�i:

Case 2: �tp > �p: Session p must be in a session p busy period at time t, so let � be

the time at which this busy period begins. Also, from (2.6): Sp(�; t) < �p(t � �).

Applying (2.27):

�tp +
p�1X
k=1

�tk � �p +
p�1X
k=1

��k �
pX

k=1

�k; (2.28)

where in the last inequality, we have used the induction hypothesis. 2
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2.4.3 Proof of the main result

In this section we will use Lemma 2.9 and Theorem 2.2 to prove Theorem 2.1 for

in�nite capacity incoming links. First we will show the result for delay and backlog,

and then show it for outgoing session burstiness, �outi .

Let Â1; :::; ÂN be the set of arrival functions in which all the sessions are greedy

from time 0, the beginning of a system busy period. For every session p, let Ŝp(�; t);

and D̂p(t) be the session p service and delay functions under Â. We �rst show

Lemma 2.14 Suppose that time t is contained in a busy period that begins at time

� : Then

Ŝp(0; t� �) � Sp(�; t): (2.29)

Proof. De�ne B as the the set of sessions that are busy at time t�� under Â. From

Lemma 2.9:

Sp(�; t) �
(t� � �

P
i62B(�

�
i + �i(t� �)))�iP

j2B �j

Since the order in which the sessions become inactive is a feasible ordering, Theorem

2.2 asserts that:

Sp(�; t) �
(t� � �

P
i 62B(�i + �i(t� �)))�iP

j2B �j

= Ŝi(0; t� �);

(from Lemma 2.9), and (2.29) is shown. 2

Lemma 2.15 For every session i, D�
i and Q�

i are achieved (not necessarily at the

same time) when every session is greedy starting at time zero, the beginning of a

system busy period.

Proof. We �rst show that the session i backlog is maximized under Â: Consider

any set of arrival functions, A = fA1; :::; ANg that conforms to (2.9), and suppose
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that for a session i busy period that begins at time � :

Qi(t
�) = max

t��
Qi(t):

From Lemma 2.14:

Ŝi(0; t
� � �) � Si(�; t

�);

Also,

Ai(�; t
�) � �i + �i(t� �) = Âi(0; t

� � �):

Thus

Âi(0; t
� � �)� Ŝi(0; t

� � �) � Ai(�; t
�)� Si(�; t

�)

i.e.

Q̂i(t
� � �) � Qi(t

�):

The case for delay is similar: Consider any set of arrival functions, A = fA1; :::; ANg

that conforms to (2.9), and suppose that for a session i busy period that begins at

time � :

Di(t
�) = max

t��
Di(t):

From the de�nition of delay in equation (2.2):

Ai(�; t
�)� Si(�; t

� +Di(t
�)) = 0:

Let us denote d�i = t� � � . From Lemma 2.14:

Ŝi(0; d
�
i +Di(t

�)) � Si(�; t
� +Di(t

�))

and since �i � ��i :

Âi(0; d
�
i ) � Ai(�; t

�):
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Thus

Âi(0; d
�
i )� Ŝi(0; d

�
i +Di(t

�)) � Ai(�; � + t�)� Si(�; t
� +Di(t

�)) = 0

) D̂i(d
�
i ) � Di(t

�):

2

From Lemma 2.5 we see that �outi must also be achieved in an all-greedy regime. Thus

we have shown Theorem 2.1 for in�nite capacity incoming links.

2.5 Generalized Processor Sharing with Finite Link

Speeds

In the in�nite link capacity case we were able to take advantage of the fact that a

session could use up all of its outstanding tokens instantaneously. In this section we

include the maximum rate constraint, i.e. for every session i, the incoming session

tra�c can arrive at a maximum rate of Ci. We will �nd that while the system

dynamics are complicated slightly, Theorem 2.1 still holds. The next section analyzes

the case when all sessions are busy from time zero, which allows us to establish

Theorem 2.1.

2.5.1 An All-greedy GPS system

Suppose all sessions are greedy starting at time zero, and for clarity of exposition as-

sume that �i > 0 for all i. Then every session starts a busy period at time zero. Since

the system busy period is �nite we can label the sessions in the order that their �rst

individual busy periods are terminated. Recall that for the in�nite link capacity case

this corresponds to labeling the sessions according to a particular feasible ordering.
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Session i tra�c will arrive at rate Ci for exactly

bi =
�i

Ci � �i
;

after which it arrives at rate �i.

Assume that Ci � 1 for every session i. Since session i tra�c is arriving at least as

fast as it is being served from time 0 to bi, we must have bi � ei, where ei is the time

(� 0) when the session i busy period is terminated for the �rst time. In the interval

[0; e1], each session i is in a busy period (since we assumed that �i > 0 for all i), and

is served at rate �iPN

k=1
�k
. At e1, session 1 ends its busy period. Now since e1 � b1,

session i must have been sending tra�c at rate �i at time e1. Thus �1 <
�1PN

k=1
�k
.

Similarly, we can show that

�k <
�k(1�

Pk�1
j=1 �j)PN

j=k �j
; k = 1; 2; :::; N: (2.30)

Comparing this to (2.11) we see that the universal service curve S(0; t) is identical to

what it would have been if every session had in�nite Ci! Since any arrival function

Ai � (�i; �i; Ci) is also consistent with (�i; �i;1), arguments similar to those in

Section 2.4 yield:

Lemma 2.16 Suppose that Cj � r for every session j, where r is the rate of a GPS

server. Then for every session i, D�
i and Q

�
i are achieved (not necessarily at the same

time) when every session is greedy starting at time zero, the beginning of a system

busy period.

Since the tra�c observed at the output of the system is indistinguishable from a

system in which all the incoming links have in�nite capacity, we see that maximum

burstiness is also maximized when all the sessions are greedy from time zero. Thus

we have shown Theorem 2.1.

Now let us consider the case in which the only constraint on Cj is that it is strictly
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Figure 2-6: The arrivals and departures of session 5 when session 2 is de�cient.

greater than �j for each j. Then the system becomes more complicated under the

all-greedy regime for two reasons:

1. A session j busy period that begins at zero may end before bj. We call such as

session a de�cient session.

2. Under the all-greedy regime, the slope of Si(0; t) may be greater than the slope

A0
i (0; t) for some time t.

The service curve under the all-greedy regime retains its convex-[ form despite the

presence of de�cient sessions. Consider a �ve session system in which only session 2

is de�cient: Figure 2-6 depicts the session 5 arrivals and departures, and is the analog

of Figure 2-4, which we explained in Section 2.4.1. Notice that S5(0; t) is convex, and

is composed of six line segments. In the in�nite capacity case we would have had no

more than �ve such segments, i.e., one for every session. Here, the de�cient session

contributes two line segments: one that begins at e2 and other that begins at b2. Note
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that in the example, e2 < e3 < b2. Thus

s53 =
�3(1� �1 � C2)P5

i=3 �i
;

s54 =
�4(1� �1 � C2 � �3)P5

i=4 �i
:

and

s55 =
�4(1� �1 � �2 � �3)P5

i=4 �i
:

The system dynamics can be seen more clearly in Figure 2-7.

The second complication mentioned above leads to more signi�cant di�culties:

Consider the two session example in Figure 2-8. It illustrates that the all-greedy

regime does not minimize the session 2 service curve, although it does appear to

minimize the session's worst-case delay and backlog. Thus the proof technique used

in the in�nite capacity case will not work for the case in which Cj can be less than the

rate of server. While we will not prove that the all-greedy regime maximizes worst-

case delay and backlog, some of the machinery required to deal with this case will be

developed in Chapter 3. Further comments on this case are deferred to Chapter 5.

Note that Theorem 2.1 can be used to bound the worst-case session delay, backlog

and burstiness for any GPS system, since a higher capacity link can always be used

to simulate a lower capacity link. I.e.,

Ai � (�i; �i; Ci)) Ai � (�i; �i; Ĉi)

for any Ĉi � Ci.

2.6 Calculating D�i , Q
�
i and �outi

The universal service curve shown in Figures 2-5 and 2-7 can be e�ciently computed.

Thus, in order to compute worst case performance measures we assume that all the
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Figure 2-8: A two-session example in which C2 < r
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sessions will be greedy starting at some time zero, and that they all have full buckets

of tokens at this time. However, the all-greedy regime will be computed for the case

Aj � (�j; �j; Ĉj) for each session j, where

Ĉj = maxfr; Cjg:

Since Ĉj � Cj, the worst-case quantities computed through the all-greedy regime

must upper bound their actual values:

Find the largest indexed slope j such that sj >
�i
�i
(where sj is the j

th slope of the

universal service curve). If there is no such slope set j = 0. Now de�ne

ti = maxfbi; ejg:

We have :

Q�
i = A0

i (0; ti)� �iS(0; ti)

and

�outi = Q�
i

from Lemma 2.5.

To compute D�
i , we have to consider two cases:

Case 1: �i � �iS(0; ti): Let t
� be such that

A0
i (0; t

�) = �iS(0; ti):

Then

D�
i = ti � t�:

Case 2: �i > �iS(0; ti): Let e
� be the smallest time such that

S(0; e�) =
�i
�i
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and set

D�
i = e�:

In principle it is possible to give closed form expressions for these quantities once

the order in which the sessions end their individual busy periods (i.e. the active

feasible ordering) has been determined. However such expressions are messy and do

not yield much insight.

2.7 Resource Assignment{Picking the �'s

In this section we address the following question: Suppose a new sessions wants to

use a server that is currently being shared by sessions f1; :::; Ng. Every session i

is characterized by �i; �i; Ci; di where di is the worst case packet delay that can be

tolerated by session i. For the active sessions we have �1; :::; �N and the question is

how to assign �N+1 so that after including the new session every session i is guaranteed

an average rate of �i and worst case delay di.

The following is one possible approach that could be used.

1. If
PN+1

i=1 �i � 1 then reject session N + 1. Otherwise proceed to step 2.

2. Find �min
N+1, the smallest value of �N+1 that would ensure session N + 1 a worst

case delay of dN+1.

3. For every session i = 1; 2; :::; N �nd �iN+1, the largest value of �N+1 that would

still ensure session i a worst case delay of di.

4. Compute �max
N+1 = mini=1;:::;N �

i
N+1. If �

min
N+1 > �max

N+1 then reject session N + 1.

Otherwise

�N+1 =
�max
N+1 � �min

N+1

2
:

Note that any choice of �N+1 2 [�min
N+1; �

max
N+1] will meet worst case delay guarantees.

However, picking the extreme points is not advisable since otherwise no more sessions
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could be accepted after session N+1. In step four we pick the midpoint of the interval,

but it is not clear that this is always a good choice. More study needs to be done to

determine the best rule.

2.8 Stochastic Analysis of GPS when N = 2

There are many applications of GPS for which a stochastic analysis would be more

appropriate than the one based on leaky-bucket constrained sessions presented in this

chapter. The applications we have in mind are for class di�erentiated customer-based

service centers (such as the job-scheduler of a time sharing computer system) that

have been analyzed in the Operations Research literature. This analysis is especially

important since PGPS approximates GPS so well. We are not aware of any analysis

in the literature on generalized processing sharing.

When the arrivals are described by a Poisson process and the customer require-

ments are distributed exponentially, a queueing analysis is not di�cult conceptually,

since the Markov Process has a fairly regular structure: The state of the queue at

time t is (c1; :::; cN) where ci is the number of waiting session i customers at time

t. The instant the server is free (and the system is not empty), it chooses to serve

a session i packet with probability �iP
j:cj>0

�j
, and gives this packet up to � units of

service. As � ! 0 the service discipline reduces to session-based GPS. Let session

i customers arrive according to a Poisson process with rate �i, and let the session i

customer service requirement be exponentially distributed with parameter �i. Then

the state transition diagram is given in Figure 2.8. In principle one can write down

balance equations and solve for the steady state probabilities, although this is likely

to be a very tedious exercise. It would be interesting to explore other, more elegant

approaches to analyzing GPS stochastically.
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Figure 2-9: Transition state diagram for the GPS with N = 2, �1 + �2 = 1.

2.9 Other Service Disciplines

In this section we show how concepts introduced in our somewhat involved analysis

of the GPS multiplexer can be used to provide simple derivations of delay for other

kinds of multiplexers, when the sessions are leaky bucket constrained.

2.9.1 The FCFS Server

Under the �rst come �rst serve discipline, packets are served in the order in which

they arrive, where a packet is said to have arrived when its last bit arrives. Multiple

packets arriving at the same instant of time are served in arbitrary relative order.

Assume variable packet lengths with a maximum allowable packet length of Lmax.

The server works at rate 1, is work conserving, and can begin serving a packet before

the entire packet has arrived if there are no other packets in queue. We also require

for each i that Ci � 1. Cruz has derived a tight bound for D�
i for the case N = 2 in
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[4]. However, we have found that for largeN this bound takes on a rather complicated

form. In what follows we will derive a simpler, but slightly weaker bound for D�
i . The

bound is o� by about N � 1 packet transmission times for Lmax > 0.

It is convenient to de�ne the quantity bi for each i:

bi =
�j

Ci � �i
;

and to assume that b1 � b2 � ::: � bN .

Theorem 2.3 When bN > 0:

D�
i �

N�1X
j=1

(�j + �jbN ) + (N � 1)Lmax (2.31)

Proof. As an easy �rst case, let us bound delay for the case Lmax = 0. By de�nition

of FCFS and since Lmax = 0, a bit arriving at time t is delayed by
PN

i=1Qi(t) time

units. Since
PN

j=1Qj(t) is maximized when all sessions are greedy starting at time

zero:

Di(t) �
NX
j=1

minfCjt; �j + �jt g � t; (2.32)

for each session i. The function A�(t) =
PN

j=1minfCjt; �j + �jt g is piece-wise linear

and convex-\ as shown in Figure 2-10. Since Ci � 1 for each j, the slopes of A� are

decreasing up to time bN after which the slope is less than 1 (see Figure 2-10). Thus

Di(t) is maximized at t = bN , and setting Di(bN ) = D�:

D� =
NX
j=1

�j + �jbN � bN

=
N�1X
j=1

�j + �jbN + bN � bN

=
N�1X
j=1

�j + �jbN : (2.33)
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Now suppose Lmax > 0, and that the �rst bit of a session i packet arrives at time

t. Then if the system backlog does not contain any partially arrived packets at this

time, packet delay is bounded by the of Theorem 2.3. However, it is possible for one

of the other N � 1 session backlogs to contain a partially arrived packet at time t,

and this packet will be scheduled before the session i packet. Thus, we have for the

general case of Lmax > 0:

D�
i � D� + Lmax =

N�1X
j=1

(�j + �jbN ) + Lmax

for each session i. 2

To obtain S1(0; t) for FCFS, note that within a server busy period:

S1(0; t+D1(t)) = A1(0; t)

and

D1(t) =
NX
i=1

Ai(t)� t:

While D�
i follows rather nicely from an all-greedy regime, the same is not true of

�outi . We will now show that �outi is not maximized under an all-greedy regime.

Consider the following simple two session example: A1 � (1; :5; 1), A2 � (6; 0; 1), and

Lmax = 0: Figure 2-11 illustrates the all-greedy regime. Notice that the maximum

session 1 backlog is 2. This backlog can be increased under the following regime:

Session 2 is greedy from time 0, but session 1 is greedy starting at time 6 rather than

at time zero. A1(0; t) = :5t for t � 6. Figure 2-12 shows that this results in a session

1 backlog of 2:5, i.e. :5 units greater than under the all-greedy regime. It turns out

(see Theorem 4.3 of [4]) that for N = 2:

�out1 = �1 + �21b2;

which is 2:5 for our example. Thus the regime of Figure 2-12 achieves maximum
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Figure 2-11: The all-greedy regime for FCFS for the two session example.
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Figure 2-12: The regime maximizing session 1 burstiness for the two session example.
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session 1 burstiness. It is also worth pointing out that if the server were GPS with

�1 = �2 then �outi = �i for each session i.

2.9.2 Strict Priority and Locally FCFS Service Disciplines

A locally FCFS service discipline is any work conserving multiplexer that operates

under the constraint that the packets of a given session are served in FCFS order.

Thus GPS and Round Robin are locally FCFS. In this section we rederive a special

case of Theorem 4.2 in [4] by using the techniques developed in the GPS analysis. The

bound in [4], while more general, is stated in terms of the maximum of a complicated

set. Our result assumes that the packet lenghts are negligible, i.e., that Lmax = 0,

but is of a somewhat more intuitive form.

First we state the following result that can be proven by contradiction:

Lemma 2.17 If session i has the lowest priority in a strict priority service discipline,

then D�
i is no less than the maximum session i delay under any other locally FCFS

service discipline.

Proof. By contradiction. 2

We now bound the worst-case session i delay under a strict priority scheme.

Lemma 2.18 If session i has the lowest priority in a strict priority service discipline,

then

D�
i =

P
j 6=i �j

1�
P

j 6=i �j
+

Cibi
1�

P
j 6=i �j

� bi

for each session i, where bi =
�i

Ci��i
.

Proof. Assume that all the sessions are greedy from time 0, the beginning of a

system busy period. Then the �rst session i bit will be served when all the other

session queues are empty. This will happen at time

Ti =

P
j 6=i �j

1�
P

j 6=i �j
:
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slope is (1�
P

j 6=i �j) > �i

Cibi

b1

Si(0; t)

Ai(0; t)

Figure 2-13: Maximum Delay over all Locally FCFS service disciplines

For t > Ti, the rate of service received by i is exactly 1 �
P

j 6=i �j > �i, until the

session i queue is depleted. This is shown in Figure 2.9.2, which yields a maximum

delay of:

D� = Ti +
Cibi

1�
P

j 6=i �j
� bi; (2.34)

and which is the result we want to prove.

We now show that the all-greedy regime actually achieves worst-case delay: Consider

an arbitrary regime of arrivals that achieves the worst-case delay for session i. De�ne

� to be the last time that the session i queue is empty before worst-case delay is

achieved. Let Ŝi be the session i service curve for the regime under consideration.

It is easy to argue that D�
i will be achieved for some bit arriving in the interval

[�; t] when every session j 6= i is greedy starting at time � . Thus

Ŝi(�; t) =

8>><
>>:

0; for t� � �

P
j 6=i

��j

1�
P

j 6=i
�j

(1�
P

j 6=i �j)� for t� � �

P
j 6=i

��j

1�
P

j 6=i
�j

= � > 0:
(2.35)

Now since every session j 6= i has priority over session i, and since Lmax = 0 this
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subset of sessions is oblivious to session i. Thus Lemma 2.10 applies to the subset of

sessions fj : j 6= ig and X
j 6=i

��j <
X
j 6=1

�j:

Thus Ŝi(�; t) is minimized under an all-greedy regime, and D�
i is achieved under this

regime as well. 2

From Lemmas 2.18 and 2.17:

Theorem 2.4 The worst-case session i delay over all locally FCFS disciplines is

D�
i =

P
j 6=i �j

1�
P

j 6=i �j
+

Cibi
1�

P
j 6=i �j

� bi

for each session i, where bi =
�i

Ci��i
. Further, this delay is achieved for a strict priority

service discipline under which session i has the least priority.

When Cj = 1 for all j, we have:

D� =

P
j 6=i �j

1�
P

j 6=i �j
+

bi
P

j 6=i �j
1�

P
j 6=i �j

=

P
j 6=i �j + bi

P
j 6=i �j

1�
P

j 6=i �j
(2.36)

Also notice that limC!1Cibi = �i. Thus for the case Ci =1:

D� =

PN
j=1 �j

1�
P

j 6=i �j
:

2.10 Summary and Suggestions for Further Work

The major contribution of this chapter was an analysis of the single GPS server when

the sources are constrained by leaky buckets. We presented an e�cient algorithm

to determine worst-case delays for such a system and discussed methods to add new

users to the system. We were also able to use the techniques developed for the GPS
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analysis to gain insights into other service disciplines such as FCFS.

There are a number of directions in which the work in this chapter can be extended:

� It is disappointing that Theorem 2.1 does not extend easily to the case in which

Cj 2 (�j; r) for some session j, where r is the rate of the server. We will discuss

how one might approach this case in Chapter 5.

� It may be useful to generalize the leaky bucket constraint so that

Ai(�; t) � fi(t� �)

for all �; t, where fi is a convex-\ function. This has been done for FCFS and

some other disciplines by Cruz [4]. We suspect that the all-greedy regime will

still maximize delay and backlog for GPS. Also, this will resolve the issue of

analyzing the case in which the sessions are leaky bucket constrained and the

only constraint on Cj is that Cj > �j for each j (i.e. the issue discussed earlier).

� We mentioned that the universal service curve can be computed e�ciently but

did not give any details on how this can be done. It would be especially useful

to exploit properties of the curve so that it can be quickly re-computed when a

new session is to be added. This would speed up the the procedure described

in Section 2.7.

� Stochastic analysis of GPS: In this model the sessions are not leaky bucket

constrained but the arrivals are described by a stochastic process. We briey

discussed the problems and issues related to this area in Section 2.8.

� The application of PGPS to computer time-sharing, where the sessions are jobs,

and a packet corresponds the amount of service given to a job in a time-sharing

quantum.
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� PGPS with switch-over costs: In this model the sessions are leaky bucket con-

strained, but the server takes time to move between sessions, and so is not work

conserving. A simple extension of GPS that includes switch-over costs does

not make sense since the server spends only an in�nitesimal amount of time

uninterrupted at each session. A service discipline that assures fair rates in the

sense of providing service guarantees proportional to quantities such as the �'s

of GPS might be unddesirable, since the server may spend a signi�cant fraction

of its time switching between sessions, and consequently may only be able to

assure very low guaranteed rates. On the other hand, providing high overall

throughput at the expense of fairness might be equally undesirable. The �gure

of merit for the service discipline should �nd a balance between fairness and

e�ciency.

� We have tried to determine the class of service disciplines for which D�
i and

Q�
i are achieved by all-greedy regimes when the sessions are leaky bucket con-

strained. Since this class is likely to be quite broad, such a characterization

could be very useful in analyzing and comparing the merits of diverse service

disciplines.



Chapter 3

Arbitrary Topology GPS Networks

In this chapter we extend the analysis of Chapter 2 to arbitrary topology networks of

GPS servers. As in the single node case, the sources are constrained by leaky buckets

so that the amount of tra�c entering the network from any session i is

Ai(�; t) � minf(t� �)Ci; �i + �i(t� �)g; 8t � � � 0: (3.1)

The main question addressed is the following: Given a network with the values

of the server parameters �xed and a set of leaky bucket constrained sessions, what

is the worst-case session delay and backlog for each of the sessions? We �nd that a

broad class of assignments, called Consistent Relative Session Treatment (CRST), is

exible enough to accommodate a wide variety of session delay constraints, and is also

amenable to analysis in arbitrary topology networks. We make considerable progress

on providing good bounds on session delay and backlog for CRST, and for some other

classes of GPS networks, and further, these bounds can be e�ciently computed. The

results of this chapter will be useful in the analysis of PGPS networks, which we defer

to Chapter 4.

The outline of this chapter is the following: In Section 3.1 we set up our model

of the network and specify notation. Then the concepts of network backlog and

94
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delay are discussed and graphically interpreted. The phenomenon of virtual feedback,

that complicates the analysis of networks with cycles is discussed in Section 3.3. In

Section 3.4, several classes of server parameter assignments are analyzed for which

virtual feedback e�ects are absent. Rate Proportional Processor Sharing networks

are also discussed in this section. In Section 3.5, more general assignment schemes

are considered, and algorithms for characterizing the tra�c within the network are

presented. Then networks with given internal tra�c characterization are analyzed

to yield bounds on worst-case session backlog and delay. The e�ects of propagation

delay are incorporated in Section 3.7. Conclusions are in Section 3.8.

3.1 The Network Model

The network is modeled as a directed graph in which nodes represent switches, and

arcs represent links. Let there be N sessions using the network. A route is a path in

the graph, and the path taken by session i is de�ned as P (i). Let P (i; k) be the kth

node in P (i), and Ki be the total number of nodes in P (i). The rate of the server at

node m is rm.

The amount of session i tra�c that enters the network in the interval [�; t] is

given by Ai(�; t). As in Chapter 2, Ai � (�i; �i; Ci), where Ci � rP (i;1). Let S
(k)
i ,

k = 1; : : : ; Ki, be the function that describes session i tra�c after it has been served

by k nodes. Thus, S
(Ki)
i is the tra�c that leaves the network. We characterize S

(k)
i

by (�
(k)
i ; �i; C

(k)
i ):

Often, we will analyze what happens at a particular server, m. In this case the

notation described above becomes overly cumbersome. De�ne I(m) to be the set

of sessions that are served by server m. For every session i 2 I(m), let the arrival

function into that node be described by Am
i � (�mi ; �i; C

m
i ) and the departure function

be described by Sm
i � (�m;out

i ; �i; r
m). For example, at server 0 in Figure 3-1: A0

0 = A0,

A0
2 = A

(2)
2 , and A0

3 = A
(1)
3 . It is worth noting that when k = P (i; j) for a particular
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session, i, the functions S
(j)
i and Sk

i are identical. The rate of the link associated with

server m is denoted by rm. The value of �i at m is given by �mi for all i 2 I(m).

3.2 Network Delay, Backlog and Stability

In this section we extend the notions of session i delay and backlog introduced in

Chapter 2 to the multiserver case. Given a set of arrival functions for every session

in the network, we de�ne Q
(k)
i (t) be the session i backlog at node P (i; k) at time t.

Similarly, let Qm
i (t) be the session i backlog at node m 2 P (i). Thus, if m = P (i; k),

then

Q
(k)
i (t) = Qm

i (t) = Am
i (0; t)� Sm

i (0; t):

De�ne the total session i backlog at time t to be

Qi(t) =
KiX
k=1

Q
(k)
i (t): (3.2)

Thus, Qi(t) is the amount of session i tra�c bu�ered in the network at time t. Also,

let Di(t) be the time spent in the network, by a session i bit that arrives at time t.

Figure 3-2 shows how to represent the notions of backlog and delay graphically. We

see that Di(�) is the horizontal distance between the curves Ai(0; t) and S
(Ki)
i (0; t) at

the ordinate value of Ai(0; �).

Clearly, Di(�) depends on the arrival functions A1; :::; AN (recall that the total

number of sessions in the network isN). We are interested in computing the maximum

delay over all time, and over all arrival functions that are consistent with (1.11). Let

D�
i be the maximum delay for session i. Then

D�
i = max

(A1;::::;AN)
max
��0

Di(�):
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Figure 3-1: A four server network. The demultiplexer works instantaneously.
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The �rst �gure shows how session i tra�c progresses through the nodes of its

route. Notice that the arrival function to node 2 is the session i service function
of node 1.

The second �gure shows how the backlog and delay can be measured and illus-

trates the de�nitions of Section 3.2.

Figure 3-2: An Example of Session i ow when Ki = 2.
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Similarly, we de�ne the maximum backlog for session i, Q�
i :

Q�
i = max

(A1;::::;AN)
max
��0

Qi(�):

The backlogs at every node in P (i) can be determined from Figure 3-2 as shown.

Note that Ai contains an impulse at time a; this is possible only if Ci = 1. As in

Chapter 2, we adopt the convention that the arrival functions are continuous from

the left, so that Ai(0; a) = � and Ai(0; a
+) = �̂.

De�ne the utilization of server m to be

um =

P
j2I(m) �j

rm
: (3.3)

A network is de�ned to be stable if D�
i <1 for all sessions i. In most of our analysis

we will show stability under the assumption that um < 1 at every server m. Allowing

utilizations of greater than 1 would permit in�nite backlogs and delays to build up

unboundedly, and as we shall see in Section 3.3, permitting um = 1 at each server m

can result in problems as well.

Finally, we extend the de�nitions of system and session busy periods given in

Chapter 2 for a single node, to the multiple node case. A network system (session i)

busy period is de�ned to be the maximal interval B (Bi) such that for every � 2 B

(� 2 Bi), there is at least one server in the network that is in a system (session i)

busy period at time � .

3.3 Virtual Feedback

While every route in a data network is acyclic, the union of several routes may result

in cycles being induced in the network topology. The presence of these cycles can

complicate the analysis of delay considerably, but more importantly, it can lead to

feedback e�ects that drive the system towards instability. This phenomenon has
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been noticed by researchers from �elds as diverse as manufacturing systems [20, 17],

communication systems [5] and VLSI circuit simulation [16].

It is important for us to understand the circumstances under which this tendency

towards instability is manifested, so that we can avoid assignments of the �i's for

which reasonable delay guarantees cannot be made. In this section we will discuss

some of the analytical di�culties that emerge in non-acyclic networks and will also

provide some insight into why such networks may not be stable for particular service

disciplines. In subsequent sections we will demonstrate that GPS networks are sta-

ble for a wide variety of assignments, and we will also describe how to make delay

guarantees for these networks.

We begin by analyzing simple ring networks such as the four node example in

Figure 3-1 for which �i = � and Ci =1: i = 0; 1; 2; :::; K�1, K � 4. To make things

even simpler, assume that each server works at rate 1. Notice that each server, k,

has only two incoming links{one has tra�c coming in consistent with (�k; �;1) and

the other has the combined tra�c from sessions k + 2; k + 3; :::; k +K � 1 (mod K).

Notice that this topology is identical to Example 2 of Cruz [5].

Following Cruz [5], let the service discipline work as follows: Server k gives session

k the lowest priority for k = 0; 1; 2; 3; :::; K � 1. In terms of GPS, we can think of

�kk � 0 and �ki = 1 when i 6= k, for k = 0; 1; 2; :::; K�1. To understand the analytical

di�culties involved consider the following argument for analyzing any session i: First

notice that since each link has capacity 1 it follows that session k can only experience

delay at server k. Thus �mk = �nk for any two nodesm;n 2 P (k)�fkg. Now consider a

single server k in isolation. Assuming stability, the burstiness of the session k tra�c

leaving the server (only session k experiences positive delay at this server) can be

given by by Lemma 2.18 of Section 2.9.2:

�k+1k � � + �

 PK�1
m=2 �

k+1
k+m

1� (K � 2)�

!
(3.4)
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since every server is a locally �rst-come-�rst-serve multiplexer that yields worst case

delay. (This is also shown for the two session case in Remark 3 of the proof for

Theorem 4:2(b) of [5].) The bound in (3.4) is tight for a single server system. Now

observe from the symmetry of the problem that �1i = �11 for all i. Thus we have

�1k � � + �

 
(K � 2)�11

1� (K � 2)�

!
(3.5)

) �1k �

 
1� (K � 2)�

1� 2(K � 2)�

!
�: (3.6)

Notice that if we allow the values of � and � to vary over the sessions, the solution

of the system of equations in (3.4) will be considerably more involved, and perhaps

even impractical to evaluate for large networks. (See [4] for more on this.)

For large K this bound in (3.6) blows up for � � 1
2K

, implying that the maximum

possible utilization of a link in a stable system is about 1
2
for large K. However, we

strongly suspect that this implication is misleading. For example, for K = 4, Gallager

[8] has shown that the ring is stable for any work conserving discipline as long as

� < 1
3
. The bound of 3.6 suggests that it should be less than 1

4
. The proof of this

result is not included since it does not seem to be conveniently generalizable to larger

rings. We do, however, conjecture the following:

Conjecture 3.1 A ring network with Ai � (�i; �; C), 8i, and � <
1

K�1
, is stable for

any work-conserving discipline.

We believe the bound of (3.6) to be weak because of the di�culty in dealing with

virtual feedback. Notice that the expression for �k+1k in (3.4) is in terms of K � 2

other unknowns. In order to eliminate these unknowns, we have to solve a system of

inequalities, which we do in going from (3.4) to (3.5). The single server approximation

made in (3.4) is extremely weak when it is made for all the servers simultaneously,

as it is in the above analysis. It is not clear what other approximation we could

use|perhaps we could characterize the through tra�c at node k in a more accurate
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manner than with �; � constraints, but this leads to further analytical complications.

Thus, the approach taken in the subsequent sections of this chapter is to restrict the

analysis of GPS networks to allocations in which the virtual feedback e�ects are easier

to characterize. Fortunately, the range of classes admitted under this restriction is

extremely broad.

So far we have explained the analytical di�culties of dealing with virtual feedback.

Another serious problem is that networks may be actually driven to instability by this

phenomenon. Our stipulation in Conjecture 3.1 that � be strictly less than 1
K�1

is not

merely a technical restriction, since the ring network can be unstable when � = 1
K�1

.

Assume the service discipline considered earlier, i.e., through tra�c gets priority. We

now exhibit an arrival pattern which leads to instability for this choice of � when we

allow every session to have a di�erent value of �|i.e. Ai � (�i; �;1).

Suppose that session 0 tra�c begins arriving in a greedy fashion starting at time

0, and tra�c from sessions 1; 2; :::; K � 2 begins arriving in a greedy fashion starting

at time 0+. Further, suppose that session K � 1 does not send any tra�c in the

interval [0; t1], where

t1 =
�0

1� �
:

Then session 0 gets exclusive use of the servers 0; 1; 2; :::; K � 2 during the interval

[0; t1] and its backlog is zero at time t1. Also, there are exactly �i+�t1 units of tra�c

backlogged at each node i = 1; 2; :::; K � 2 at time t1. Now let session 0 stop sending

tra�c at time t1, which allows the backlogged session 1 tra�c to enter the network,

and to instantaneously get exclusive use of nodes 1; 2; :::; K � 1. Let session K � 1

submit a burst of size �K�1 at time t+1 . This burst will not get through as long the

session 1 backlog is being cleared. This takes time

t2 =
�1 + �t1
1� �

:

Note that session 0 does not send any tra�c in the interval [t1; t2]. At time t1 + t2,
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session 1 stops sending tra�c, allowing the session 2 tra�c to get through. Now

session 0 drops a burst of size �0 at time (t1 + t2)
+. Since the session 0 bucket is

empty of tokens at time t1 it follows that we must choose �0 such that

�0 � �t2 (3.7)

Similarly, we may choose �2; :::�K�1 to extend the pattern of arrivals just described.

We now show that the total amount of backlogged tra�c grows unboundedly with

time when � = 1
K�1

. Suppose that a session i gets exclusive use of the servers in its

route starting at time T , and let its backlog at that time be q. This backlog will

clear after q

1��
time units, during which K � 2 of the sessions will have increased

their backlogs by �q

1��
. Session i � 1 (mod K) sends no tra�c during the interval

[T; T + q

1��
], and drops a burst of size �i�1 at time (T + q

1��
)+. Thus the net change

in the total backlog at time (T + q

1��
)+ is

�i�1 + (K � 2)
�q

1� �
� q = �i�1 � q(1�

(K � 2)�

1� �
)

= �i�1 � q(
1� (K � 1)�

1� �
):

Setting � = 1
K�1

we see that the net change in total backlog is exactly �i�1. Thus

the total backlog grows unboundedly with time, for this choice of �. Table 3.1 shows

the behavior of the system when K = 4 and � = 1
3
.

Finally, consider the following two node example (adapted from [17]) in which the

nodes act as switches rather than multiplexers. Assume that starting at time 0, tra�c

enters the network from both sessions at a constant rate of 1. Each switch serves its

incoming sessions exhaustively|i.e. once it has begun serving the tra�c of a given

session i, it does not serve tra�c from any other session until it has cleared the session

i backlog. Corresponding to every incoming session at a node, is an outgoing link.

The rate at which the node serves tra�c from a session is always equal to the rate
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time/backlog 0 1 2 3 Total Backlog
0 2=3 1 1 0 8=3
1 0 4=3 4=3 0 8=3
1+ 0 4=3 4=3 1 11=3
3 0 0 2 5=3 11=3
3+ 2=3 0 2 5=3 13=3
6 5=3 0 0 8=3 13=3
6+ 5=3 1 0 8=3 16=3
10 3 7=3 0 0 16=3
10+ 3 7=3 1 0 19=3
14:5 0 23=6 5=2 0 19=3
14:5+ 0 23=6 5=2 2=3 7

�0 = 2=3, �1 = �2 = �3 = 1 and � = 1
3

Table 3.1: Instability for a four node ring network. The total backlog grows unbound-
edly with time.
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All the links are of in�nite capacity except the links through which the sessions

exit the network.

Figure 3-3: A potentially unstable two node switching network.
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of that session's outgoing link at the node. Then, we would expect that as long as

C1 > 1 and C2 > 1, the backlogs remain bounded over time.

As before, let Qm
i (t) be the session i backlog at time t at node m. Now suppose

that Q2
1(0) = K, and all other bu�ers are empty at t = 0: Server 2 begins to serve

session 1 starting at t = 0 and clears it at time

t1 =
K

C1 � 1
:

Now Q2
2(t1) = t1, since no session 2 packets can be served while server 2 is clearing

its session 1 backlog. At t1, server 2 clears its session 2 backlog instantaneously, and

so we have Q1
2(t1) = t1. The session 2 bu�er at node 1 is cleared at time

t1 + t2 = t1 +
t1

C2 � 1
= t1 +

K

(C1 � 1)(C2 � 1)
:

Again, no session 1 packets can be served in the interval [t1; t1+t2], and soQ
1
1(t1+t2) =

t2. Since server 1 will clear its session 1 backlog instantaneously, we have

Q2
1(t1 + t2) =

K

(C1 � 1)(C2 � 1)
:

Now observe that all the other bu�ers are empty at time t1 + t2, and so we are back

to the situation at time 0. The system will be unstable if

1

(C1 � 1)(C2 � 1)
> 1)

1

C1

+
1

C2

> 1:

Thus the system could be unstable even when both C1 and C2 are greater than 1. The

problem is that if Qm
i (0) > 0 for any i and m, then the system is forever constrained

to work only on one session at a time. Thus one of the servers is always underutilized,

or as Kumar puts in [17], starved for packets.
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3.4 Rate-Proportional Processor Sharing

In this section we will analyze several special cases of Generalized Processor Shar-

ing for which the feedback e�ects discussed in Section 3.3 are completely absent.

This property will allow us to give succinct bounds on delay and backlog that are

independent of the topology of the network.

We have shown in Lemma 4 of Chapter 2 that each session i at node m is guar-

anteed a service rate of

gmi =
�miP

j2I(m) �
m
j

rm (3.8)

where rm is the rate of server m.

Then session i is guaranteed a rate of

gi = min
m2P (i)

gmi (3.9)

at every node in its route. Let us now examine how to characterize D�
i and Q�

i for a

session i such that

gi � �i:

Lemma 3.1 Suppose that gi � �i and Ki = 1. Then

1. Q�
i � �i

2. D�
i �

�i
gi

3. �outi = �i.

Proof. In any single server GPS system Q�
i and D�

i are both achieved when all

the sessions are greedy starting at time zero, the beginning of a system busy period:

Thus

Q�
i = max

t�0
(minfCit; �i + �itg � Si(0; t)) � max

t�0
(�i + �it� Si(0; t)):
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Since gi � �i, the service rate during this interval is greater than �i. Thus

Q�
i � max

t�0
(�i + �it� �it) � �i:

Now note that an arriving session i bit can see a backlog of size at most Q�
i and is

guaranteed a rate of at least gi. Thus

D�
i �

Q�
i

gi
:

Finally, from Lemma 12 of [18]

�outi = �i:

2

The bounds for Q�
i and D

�
i are not the tightest we can �nd, but they have the appeal

of being independent of the behavior of sessions other than i.

Now consider the case Ki � 1: If gi � �i at each node in the session i route, then

Lemma 3.1 ensures that no session i tra�c is delayed by more than �i
gi
at any node.

Thus D�
i � Ki

�i
gi
, implying that Q�

i is bounded.

We now show how to get a much better bound on D�
i . The following straightfor-

ward, yet useful Lemma is stated without proof|to see that it is true, recall that we

are ignoring propagation delays:

Lemma 3.2 For every interval [�; t] that is contained in a single session i network

busy period:

S
(Ki)
i (�; t) � gi (t� �):

We can now state and prove the major result of this section:

Theorem 3.1 If gi � �i for session i:

Q�
i � �i;
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D�
i �

�i
gi
:

Note that the delay bound in Theorem 3.1 is independent of the topology of the

network and number of links in the route taken by the session. Also, it is independent

of the �j, j 6= i.

Proof. Suppose Q�
i is achieved at time t, and let � be the �rst time before t

when there are no session i bits backlogged in the network. Then by Lemma 3.2,

S
(Ki)
i (�; t) � �i(t� �). Consequently,

Q�
i � (�i + �i(t� �))� �i(t� �) = �i:

An arriving session i bit will be served after at most Q�
i session i bits have been

served. Using Lemma 3.2 again, these backlogged bits are served at a rate of at least

gi. Therefore:

D�
i �

Q�
i

gi
�
�i
gi
:

2

This result is quite broadly applicable since it is valid for any GPS assignment for

the other sessions. The other sessions need not be leaky bucket constrained, nor need

the system be stable.

An important special case of the allocations we have been analyzing is the follow-

ing:

De�ne a Rate-Proportional Processor Sharing network to be a GPS network for which:

�mi = �i (3.10)

at every node, m, and every session i 2 I(m). Thus,

�mi
�mj

=
�i
�j
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for all i; j 2 I(m). Substituting (3.10) into (3.8) we have:

gmi = �i
rmP

j2I(m) �j
> �i

for every session i and m 2 P (i). From Theorem 3.1:

Q�
i � �i; D�

i �
�i
�i
:

If we de�ne the \relative burstiness" of session i to be �i
�i

then the delay guarantees

under RPPS are in proportion to the session relative burstiness. This is in keeping

with policies prescribed by Yates [24] and others. However, the drawback of RPPS

allocation is that the delay requirements of individual sessions are not taken into

account in determining the �i's.

3.5 Characterizing internal session tra�c

Our analysis of RPPS involved two steps: we �rst characterized the session tra�c

inside the network, (in Lemma 3.1), and we then found bounds on D�
i and Q�

i given

this characterization. In the rest of the chapter we will use these two steps to �nd

bounds on the worst-case session delay and backlog for various kinds of GPS networks.

An important point of departure from our analysis of RPPS is that for a given node

m, and session i 2 I(m), we will only be able to calculate upper bounds on the

least quantity �m;out
i such that Sm

i � (�m;out
i ; �i; r

m). In this section we concentrate

on obtaining these bounds for two broad classes of networks. However, it is �rst

necessary to introduce the important concept of the All-Greedy bound:

3.5.1 The All-Greedy Bound for a single node

Consider a particular node m. Suppose that for every j 2 I(m), we are given that

Am
j � (�mj ; �j; C

m
j ), C

m
j � rm. We know that worst-case delay and backlog for session
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i (at node m) is achieved when all the sessions j 2 I(m) are simultaneously greedy

from time zero, the beginning of a system busy period. However, if two sessions j and

p are both served by the same node, n, just before they contend for node m, then it

may not be possible for both of them to be simultaneously greedy, as is required in

the All-Greedy regime. Thus, the achievable worst-case delay and backlog at node m

may be less (but never more) than that calculated under the All-Greedy regime.

In the rest of this chapter we will make frequent use of the all-greedy bound, in

order to simplify procedures for estimating D�
i and Q�

i . The following notation is

useful in this regard:

We are given �mj ; �j; C
m
j for each j 2 I(m), such that

P
j2I(m) �j < rm. Consider a

�ctitious system in which no tra�c enters nodem before time zero, and all the sessions

at m are greedy starting at time zero. Denote Âm
i as the resulting session i arrival

function for all i 2 I(m). Also denote Ŝm
i as the service curve at node m. Recall from

Chapter 2, that for t > 0, as long as Qm
i (t) > 0, the function Ŝm

i (0; t) is piecewise

linear and convex-[. By using the techniques of Chapter 2 we can �nd �̂m;out
i such

that Ŝm
i � (�̂m;out

i ; �i; r
m). Note that �̂m;out

i is the least quantity characterizing the

burstiness of Ŝm
i . From the discussion above,

�̂m;out
i � �m;out

i : (3.11)

Thus, we may bound the burstiness of Sm
i by �̂m;out

i .

3.5.2 Acyclic Networks

We make use of the following elementary property of acyclic graphs:

Lemma 3.3 For any acyclic network there exists a labeling of the nodes so that every

link terminates at a higher labeled node than it originates from.

Proof. Let the directed graph associated with the acyclic network be denoted G,

and de�ne a node that has no incoming arcs to be a start node. There must be at
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least one start node in G. (Otherwise G will contain a cycle.) Pick any start node,

and label it 1. Now the graph G� f1g is also acyclic, and must contain a start node

as well. Pick such a start node, and label it 2. Continue this process until all nodes

are labeled. Now it is easy to see that the Lemma holds for this labeling. 2

Assume the labeling outlined in the proof of the Lemma. Notice that for any

session, i, such that i 2 I(1), we must have P (i; 1) = 1, i.e. node 1 must be the

�rst node encountered by session i. Then we can use the results for the single node

case in Chapter 2 to calculate �̂1;outi for every i 2 I(1). Now it is easy to see that by

considering the nodes in the order that they are labeled, and by using the single node

results, we can compute �̂mi , for every node m and session i 2 I(m). Now notice that:

Lemma 3.4 Suppose session i is in I(k) for some node k, and that for every session

j 2 I(k), �kj is bounded. Then �k;outi must be bounded as well.

As a consequence of the labeling procedure, and from Lemma 3.4:

Lemma 3.5 An acyclic network is stable if and only if um � 1 at every node m.

3.5.3 Non-Acyclic GPS networks under Consistent Relative

Session Treatment

In this section we address the problem of characterizing internal session tra�c when

cycles may be induced in the network through the union of session routes. One of the

major causes of the large delays in the example of Section 3.3, is that a given session

is treated poorly relative to a set of sessions at a particular node, but is treated at

least as well relative to the same set of sessions at other nodes. In this section we will

consider a broad class of assignments under which this cannot happen. We begin by

giving two useful de�nitions:

De�nition. Session j is said to impede a session i, at a node m if

�mi
�mj

<
�i
�j
:
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Note that for any two sessions, i and j, that contend for a node m, either session i

impedes session j or vice-verse, unless
�mi
�mj

= �i
�j
, in which case neither session impedes

the other.

De�nition. A Consistent Relative Session Treatment GPS assignment (CRST) is

one for which there exists a strict ordering of the sessions such that for any two

sessions i; j, if session i is less than session j in the ordering, then session i does not

impede session j at any node of the network.

The class of assignments that are CRST is quite broad: For example, consider the

special case of a CRST system for which

�ij =
�mi
�mj

; 8m s:t: i; j 2 I(m): (3.12)

Thus, whenever sessions i and j contend for service at a link, they are given the same

relative treatment. Note that �ij =
�ip
�jp

, where session p is in I(i)\ I(j). Such CRST

systems are called Uniform Relative Session Treatment (URST) systems. Note that

� By normalizing the values of the �mi 's at each node m, we may equivalently

de�ne a URST system to be one in which for every session i, and node m that

is on the session i route: �i = �mi .

� The Rate Proportional Processor Sharing system that we studied in Section 3.4

is a special case of a URST system.

We will show that every CRST system for which um < 1 at each node, is stable, and

will also provide an algorithm for characterizing the internal tra�c for every session

in a CRST system. The following Lemma will be crucial to us:

Lemma 3.6 Suppose sessions i and j contend for a link m, and that session j does

not impede session i. Then the value of �̂m;out
i is independent of the value of �mj .

Proof. We will �rst consider the case �mj = 0; the case �mj > 0 will follow from

this easily: As we explained in Chapter 2, under an all-greedy regime, the order in
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which the sessions terminate their busy periods at node m corresponds to a particular

feasible ordering of the sessions. Let this feasible ordering be F when �mj = 0. Also,

suppose that session j terminates its busy period at time e0j . (It is clear that if �
m
j > 0

then the time at which this backlog would be cleared must be � e0j .) If session i is less

than session j in the feasible ordering, F , the Lemma clearly applies. Now suppose

that session j is less than session i under F : Let qi be the (least) time at which

maximum backlog is achieved for session i under the all greedy regime. Then

Ŝm
j (0; e

0
j) = �mj + �je

0
j � �mj +

�i�
m
j

�mi
e0j :

Thus,

Ŝm
i (0; e

0
j) =

�mi Ŝ
m
j (0; e

0
j)

�mj
�
�mi �

m
j

�mj
+ �ie

0
j � �ie

0
j :

This implies that qi � e0j . Since the time at which the session j busy period terminates

can only be greater than e0j for arbitrary values of �mj , we see that the maximum

session i backlog is always achieved in the all-greedy regime before the session j busy

period terminates. Since session j is in a busy period in the interval [0; qi], the value

of qi is independent of �
m
j . Now recall from Chapter 2 that

�̂m;out
i = Qm

i (qi)g:

Thus, the value of �mj does not inuence the value of �̂m;out
i . 2

Lemma 3.7 Suppose session i is in I(m) for some node k, and that for every session

j 2 I(m) that can impede i, �mj is bounded. Then �m;out
i must be bounded as well.

Proof. From Lemma 3.6 it follows that �̂m;out
i is bounded. Now from (3.11) we are

done. 2

Partition the sessions into non-empty classes H1; :::; HL, such that the sessions in

Hk are impeded only by those in Hl, l < k, and if two sessions i; j, are in the same
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class, their routes are either edge disjoint or

�mi
�mj

=
�i
�j

at every node, m, that is common to the routes of sessions i and j. Then the sessions

in H1 are not impeded by any other session.

Lemma 3.8 For any session j 2 H1:

�j <
�mjP

p2I(m) �mp
(3.13)

for all nodes m 2 P (j).

Proof. Consider a session j 2 H1, and suppose that its route includes the node m.

There must exist at least one session i, such that

�i <
�miP

p2I(m) �mp
:

By de�nition, i cannot impede session j. Therefore:

�mj
�mi
�
�j
�i

>
�j
P

p2I(m) �
m
p

�mi

) �mj > �j
X

p2I(m)

�mp :

Now the claim is proven by rearranging the terms. 2

For j 2 H1, (3.13) shows that j's guaranteed rate of service exceeds �j so that

�̂m;out
j = �j:

Thus from (3.11):

�m;out
j � �j: (3.14)
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Lemma 3.8 enables us to characterize the internal tra�c of all the sessions in H1.

Now using Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7 we can sequentially characterize the internal tra�c of

the sessions in classes H2; H3; :::; HL: The following procedure speci�es the method.

� Compute H1; :::; HL.

� k = 1

While k � L, for each session i 2 Hk

For p = 1 to Ki

m = P (i; p)

Compute �̂m;out
i given:

�mj = �̂mj for all sessions j that impede i atm (computed in earlier
steps).

�mj = 0 for all sessions j that do not impede i at m.

Set �̂
(p)
j = �̂m;out

i .

k := k + 1

Now use (3.11) to evaluate upper bounds to �mi for every session i and node

m 2 P (i).

This procedure enables us to show that

Theorem 3.2 A CRST GPS network is stable if um < 1 at each node m.

To conclude this section we point out an alternative characterization of CRST

assignments:

Lemma 3.9 An assignment is CRST if and only if the sessions can be numbered

so that

i impedes j ) i < j:
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3.6 Computing Delay and Backlog for Stable Sys-

tems with Known Internal Burstiness

Suppose that we are given a stable GPS system in which the sessions are leaky bucket

constrained as in (1.11). For every session j and node m such that j 2 I(m), we are

given a value �mj , such that Am
j � (�mj ; �j; C

m
j ), C

m
j � rm. This section deals with

the question of how to compute good bounds on D�
i and Q�

i for a particular session,

i, given such a characterization of all the internal tra�c of the network. In Section

3.6.1 we describe a method that is applicable to non-GPS networks as well as to GPS

networks, but it yields bounds that are likely to be weak. When we restrict ourselves

to GPS networks, the performance of the general procedure of Section 3.6.1 can be im-

proved considerably.1 In Section 3.6.2, we describe the notion of a Staggered Greedy

regime, which will help us determine much better bounds on D�
i and Q�

i . A particu-

lar class of staggered greedy regimes, which we call (K; t)-staggered greedy regimes,

plays a role analogous to that of the all-greedy regime in the single node system. In

contrast to the all-greedy regime, which yields worst-case delay and backlog for all

sessions, a staggered greedy regime is de�ned with respect to a particular session, i.

We prove in Section 3.6.2 that Q�
i and D�

i are each achieved in (possibly di�erent)

session i (K; t)-staggered greedy regimes.

3.6.1 The Additive Method

As we discussed in Section 3.5.1, worst case delay (backlog) at a single node of the

network can be upper bounded by applying the techniques of Chapter 2 when the

tra�c characterization of sessions sharing that node is known. Under the Additive

Method due to [5], we add the worst case bounds on delay (backlog) for session i at

each of the nodes m 2 P (i) considered in isolation. While this approach works for any

1This may be true for other networks as well, such as FCFS networks.
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server discipline for which the single node can be analyzed, it may yield very loose

bounds. For example, when applied to an RPPS system we get D�
i � Ki

�i
�i
, rather

than D�
i �

�i
�i
. The problem, of course, is that we are ignoring strong dependencies

among the queueing systems at the nodes in P (i). Figure 3-4 illustrates the Additive

Method.

3.6.2 Staggered Greedy Sessions for GPS Systems

In this section, we re�ne the bounds of Section 3.6.1 by analyzing the session route

as a whole. For notational simplicity we focus on a particular session, i, that follows

the route 1; 2; :::; K. Figure 3-5 illustrates the system to be analyzed. We will assume

that:

1. The sessions j 2 I(m)� fig (for m = 1; 2; :::; K) are free to send tra�c in any

manner as long as Am
j � (�mj ; �j; C

m
j ), Cj � rm. Thus it is appropriate to call

the sessions in I(m)�fig, the independent sessions at node m (m = 1; 2; ::; K).

2. Session i tra�c is constrained to ow along its route so that

Am
i = Sm�1

i m = 2; 3; :::; K:

Assumptions 1 and 2 are collectively known as the independent sessions assumption.

Note that while the network topology may preclude certain arrival functions of Ak
j that

are consistent with (�kj ; �j; C
k
j ), these functions are included under the independent

sessions assumption. On the other hand, every arrival function allowable in the

network, is allowed under the independent sessions assumption. Thus, the values

of D�
i and Q�

i that hold under the independent sessions assumption, must be upper

bounds on the true values of these quantities.

In this section, we provide an exact analysis of D�
i and Q

�
i under the independence

assumption.
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Âi
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�2i

Â2
i

t2

D2�
i

Ŝ2
i

tB1

Q2�
i

Ŝ1
i

Q1�
i

�i

t1 tB1

D1�
i

The �gures (a) and (b) can be determined independently. The Additive Method

yields bounds Q�i � Q1�
i +Q2�

i and D�
i � D1�

i +D2�
i .

Figure 3-4: The Additive Method for session i when P (i) = f1; 2g.
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iK � 121
Ai � (�i; �i; Ci) A2

i : : :
AK�1
i AK

i

Session i tra�c enters the network so that it is consistent with (�i; �i; Ci), and

Ak
i = Sk�1i for k = 2; 3; :::;K. The independent sessions at node k are free

to send tra�c in any manner as long as Ak
j � (�kj ; �j ; C

k
j ) for every session

j 2 I(k)� fig, k = 1; 2; :::;K.

Figure 3-5: Analyzing the Session i route as a whole, under the Independent Sessions
Assumption.

In view of our results for the single node case, it would be satisfying if maximum

delay (and backlog) were achieved when all the sessions of the network are greedy

starting at time zero (the beginning of a system busy period). However, this is not

necessarily true. What is required is that the sessions at a particular node j become

greedy simultaneously, but only after the sessions at node j�1 become greedy. We call

this pattern of arrivals a staggered greedy regime. The instants of time at which the

sessions become greedy depend on the session for which maximum delay and backlog

is being estimated. We will also �nd that Q�
i and D�

i may not both be achieved for

the same staggered greedy regime. This is illustrated in Figure 3-6. One of the goals

of this section is to �nd (under the independent sessions assumption) a single curve

from which both D�
i and Q�

i may be computed. In the single-node case this curve is

just Ŝi, i.e. recall Lemma 10 of [18]:

Lemma 10 Suppose session i is busy in the interval [�; t] in a single node system.

Then

Si(�; t) � Ŝi(0; t� �) (3.15)
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�̂1;outi

A
(2)
i

�t1 + t2t1�

t2

�i
�̂1;outi

t1

t1

tB1tB1

�t1

A
(2)
i

q�i

Ŝ2
i

Ŝ1
i

d�i

Â2
i

The curves Ŝ1
i and Ŝ2

i are shown in (a). Note that �2i = �̂1;outi , and so Ŝ1
i and

Ŝ2
i cannot be determined independently.

Figure (b) shows two staggered greedy regimes. In the �rst, the sessions in

I(2) � fig become greedy at time t1, which yields a maximum backlog of q�i
at time � . In the second staggered greedy regime, the sessions at I(2) = fig
wait until time �t1 to become greedy|this results in a maximum delay of d�i for
session i at time zero.

Figure 3-6: Two Staggered Greedy Regimes when P (i) = f1; 2g
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The network analog of this Lemma will be established in Lemma 3.3.

The Session i Universal Service Curve

The possibility of D�
i and Q

�
i being achieved under di�erent staggered greedy regimes

is discouraging from a practical standpoint, especially if computing either one of these

quantities involves solving a complicated optimization problem. It would be much

more desirable to have a single function from which both delay and backlog can be

bounded. In this section we describe such a function, which we call the session i

universal curve, Ui(t). This curve is constructed without computing any staggered

greedy regimes, and both D�
i and Q�

i can be determined exactly from it (under the

independent sessions assumption). In addition, the staggered greedy regimes that

achieve these worst-case values can also be e�ciently determined from Ui(t).

For notational simplicity, we will focus on a session i such that P (i) = (1; 2; :::; K).

The functions Ŝ1
i ; :::; Ŝ

K
i can be computed using the internal tra�c characterization

of Section 3.5.3. We �rst describe how to construct Ui from Ŝ1
i ; :::; Ŝ

K
i , and then

de�ne the curve analytically. Finally, we establish the relationship between Ui and

the session i departures from the network, S
(K)
i .

Recall that for each node m = 1; 2; :::; K, Ŝm
i is continuous, piece-wise linear and

is convex-[ in the range [0; tBm], where t
B
m is the duration of the session i busy period

at m under the all-greedy regime. . Also Ŝi(0) = 0. Thus it can be described (in the

range [0; tBm]) by a list of pairs:

(sm1 ; d
m
1 ); (s

m
2 ; d

m
2 ); : : : ; (s

m
nm
; dmnm);

where smj is the slope of the jth line segment and dmj is its duration. Clearly,

sm1 < sm2 < : : : < smnm ; (3.16)
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and
nmX
j=1

dmj = tBm (3.17)

Now let Ek
i be the collection of all the pairs (smj ; d

m
j ) for m = 1; 2; :::; k|i.e.

Ek
i =

K[
m=1

nm[
j=1

f(smj ; d
m
j )g:

The session i universal service curve, Ui is de�ned as:

Ui(t) = minfGK
i (t); Âi(0; t)g;

where the curve Gk
i (for k = 1; 2; ::::; K) is a continuous curve constructed from the

elements of Ek
i as follows:

1. Set Gk
i (0) = 0, Remaining-in-E = Ek

i ; Glist = �; u = 0; t = 0.

2. Remove from Remaining-in-E an element of smallest slope: enew = (snew; dnew).
Append Glist with enew. If Remaining-in-E is not empty then repeat step 2.

3. Gk
i is de�ned in the range [0;

Pk
m=1 t

B
m] by the convex-[ curve formed by Glist;

for t �
Pk

m=1 t
B
m set

Gk
i (t) = Gk

i (
kX

m=1

tBm) + Âi(
kX

m=1

tBm; t): (3.18)

Figure 3.6.2 illustrates the construction of Ui for a simple two node example. Note

that:

� Gk
i is de�ned for k = 1; 2; :::; K, but Ui is de�ned in terms of GK

i .

� For each m, the relative of order of the elements from Ŝm
i is preserved in Glist.

� We still have to show that for any network, the curve GK
i always meets Âi|this

is established in Lemma 3.10.
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U2(�)

0
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s31

tB1 + tB2

tB2tB10

�2i

Â2
i

Âi

s11

s21
Ŝ1
i

s12
s22

s12 < s11 < s21 < s22 < s31 < s32

0

�i
Ŝ2
i

�i

The two service curves in (a) show Ŝ1
i and Ŝ2

i . In (b) the line segments that

make up these curves are concatenated to make a piece-wise linear convex curve

that meets Âi at time BK . Thus

Ui(t) =

(
GK
i (t) t � BK

Âi(0; t) t > BK :

Note that the line segment with slope s32 is never used in the construction of

U2, i.e. T2 < tB1 + tB2 .

Figure 3-7: An example of how Ui is constructed for K = 2.
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Describing the construction of GK
i is useful in understanding its form, but we need

an analytical de�nition of the curve in order to prove things about it. The following

is a useful, notationally compact de�nition: For all t 2 [0;
Pk

m=1 t
B
m]:

Gk
i (t) =

8><
>:
Ŝ1
i (0; t); for k = 1

min�2[0;t]fG
k�1
i (�) + Ŝk

i (0; t� �)g; t� � � tBk ; for k � 2:
(3.19)

Suppose we are given G1
i = Ŝ1

i (0; t), and wish to compute G2
i (t) for some t 2

[0;
P2

m=1 t
B
m]. Applying the algorithm construction of G2

i , we determine �̂ , the du-

ration of the elements picked from the list describing Ŝ1
i . Then �̂ corresponds to the

minimizing value of � in (3.19). Generalizing this to larger values of k, we can rewrite

(3.19) in terms of �1; :::; �k+1 such that �1 = 0, �k+1 = t and �m+1 � �m � tBm for each

m = 1; 2; ::; k to yield:

Gk
i (t) = min

�k2[0;t]
min

�k�12[0;�k]
: : : min

�22[0;�3]

(
kX

m=1

Ŝm
i (0; �m+1 � �m)

)

= min
0��2��3�����K�t

kX
m=1

Ŝk
i (0; �m+1 � �m): (3.20)

For each m, the quantity �m+1� �m corresponds to the total duration of the elements

picked for Glist from the list describing Ŝk
i . Thus Gk

i (t) is the curve described by

Glist. Note that the minimizing values of �2; :::; �k are functions of t.

In the next Lemma we show that Gk
i (t) must meet Âi(0; t) at some time beforePk

m=1 t
B
m:

Lemma 3.10

Gk
i (

kX
m=1

tBm) � Âi(0;
kX

m=1

tBm):

Proof. By de�nition:

�m+1 � �m � tBm:

for each m = 1; 2; :::; k. Since t =
Pk

m=1 t
B
m we must have equality in each of these K
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inequalities. Thus

Ŝm
i (0; �m+1 � �m) = Ŝm

i (0; t
B
m) = Âi(0; t

B
m)

(where the second equality follows from the de�nition of tBm), and

Gk
i (

kX
m=1

tBm) =
kX

m=1

Ŝm
i (0; t

B
m) =

kX
m=1

Âi(0; t
B
m) � Âi(0;

kX
m=1

tBm):

2

Now observe from (3.18) that for any t �
Pk

m=1 t
B
m we must have:

Gk
i (t) � Âi(0; t): (3.21)

Then there exists Bk �
PK

m=1 t
B
m such that

Gk
i (t) < Âi(0; t); t < Bk

= Âi(0; t); t = Bk

� Âi(0; t); t � Bk: (3.22)

Thus,

Ui(t) =

8><
>:
GK
i (t) t � BK

Âi(0; t) t > BK:
(3.23)

Having de�ned Ui, we now relate it to the session i departures from the network.

First, we state two important results that are crucial to the analysis that follows. The

�rst Lemma establishes that if the independent sessions at a node m are greedy from

time zero, then as long as session i remains busy in an interval [0; � ], the function Sm
i

will be identical to Ŝm
i in this interval. Thus session i does not have to be greedy, just

busy during the interval. The second Lemma states that if the independent sessions

at a node m are quiet during the interval [0; � ] and then are greedy starting at � ,
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then this behavior minimizes Si(�; t), the amount of service received by session i at

node m from time � on. The proofs of these Lemmas follow almost directly from our

work in Chapter 2.

Lemma 3.11 Suppose that t is contained in a session i busy period at node m that

begins at time 0. Also, suppose that none of the independent sessions has sent any

tra�c before time 0, and that each is greedy starting at time zero. Then Sm
i is identical

to Ŝm
i in the range [0; t].

Lemma 3.12 Suppose the independent sessions assumption holds, and that time t

is contained in a session i busy period at server m that starts at time � � t. Then

Sm
i (�; t) is minimized, for all t � � , when for every independent session p at node m:

1. Am
p (0; �) = 0.

2. Session p is greedy from time � .

Proof. When the independent sessions behave according to conditions 1 and 2 of

the Lemma:

Sm
i (�; t) = Ŝm

i (0; t� �)

from Lemma 3.11. Now using Lemma 10 we are done. 2

In the next Lemma we establish the relationship between Sm
i and Gm

i :

Lemma 3.13 Consider a given arrival function, Ai, and a given time � such that

Qi(�) = 0. Then for each m, 1 � m � K, each t > � :

Sm
i (�; t) � min

V 2[�;t]
fAi(�; V ) +Gm

i (t� V )g: (3.24)

In the next section we are going to show that Gm
i (t) is the amount of service given to

session i under a speci�c staggered greedy regime called the (m; t)-staggered greedy

regime. Thus Lemma 3.13 shows that the service to session i is minimized when a
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such a staggered greedy regime is delayed by an appropriate amount, which is the

minimizing value of V .

Proof. For m = 1, (3.24) states that

S1
i (�; t) � min

V 2[�;t]
fAi(�; V ) + Ŝ1

i (0; t� V )g:

Choosing V to be last time in the interval [�; t] that session i begins a busy period at

node 1:

S1
i (�; t) � Ai(�; V ) + Ŝi(0; t� V )

� min
V 2[�;t]

fAi(�; V ) + Ŝ1
i (0; t� V )g: (3.25)

Now assume the result for nodes 1; 2; :::; m� 1. Then, letting tm be the last time in

the interval [�; t] that session i is in a busy period at node m:

Sm
i (�; t) = Sm�1

i (�; tm) + Sm
i (tm; t) (3.26)

By the induction hypothesis:

Sm�1
i (�; tm) � min

V 2[�;tm]
fAi(�; V ) +Gm�1

i (tm � V )g: (3.27)

Also, from Lemma 3.12:

Sm
i (tm; t) � Ŝm

i (0; t� tm): (3.28)

Substituting (3.27) and (3.28) into (3.26):

Sm
i (�; t) � min

V 2[�;tm]
fAi(�; V ) +Gm�1

i (tm � V )g+ Ŝm
i (0; t� tm) (3.29)

� min
V 2[�;tm]

fAi(�; V ) +Gm�1
i (tm � V ) + Ŝm

i (0; t� tm)g (3.30)

� min
V 2[�;tm]

fAi(�; V ) +Gm
i (t� V )g (3.31)
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� min
V 2[�;t]

fAi(�; V ) +Gm
i (t� V ); g (3.32)

where the inequality in (3.31) follows from the de�nition of Gm
i in (3.19). 2

Now we may state the major result of this section:

Theorem 3.3 For every session i:

Q�
i � max

��0
fÂi(0; �)�GK

i (�)g; (3.33)

and

D�
i � max

��0

n
minft : Gk

i (t) = Âi(0; �)g � �
o
: (3.34)

Proof. We �rst show (3.33): For some given set of arrival functions A1; :::; AN :

Qi(t) = Ai(0; t)� SK
i (0; t):

From Lemma 3.13,

Qi(t) � Ai(0; t)� min
V 2[0;t]

fAi(0; V ) +GK
i (t� V )g (3.35)

� Ai(0; t)� Ai(0; Vmin) +GK
i (t� Vmin) (3.36)

where Vmin is the minimizing value of V . Thus

Qi(t) � Ai(Vmin; t)�GK
i (t� Vmin) (3.37)

� Âi(0; t� Vmin)�GK
i (t� Vmin) (3.38)

� max
��0
fÂi(0; �)�GK

i (�)g; (3.39)

and (3.33) follows.

Next we show (3.34): For a given set of arrival functions, A1; :::; AN and t � 0, we
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have from Lemma 3.13:

SK
i (0; t) � min

V 2[0;t]
fAi(0; V ) +GK

i (t� V )g:

Thus, for all t̂ � 0:

Di(t̂) = min
n
t : SK

i (0; t) = Ai(0; t̂)
o
� t̂ (3.40)

� min

(
t : min

V 2[0;t]
fAi(0; V ) +GK

i (t� V )g = Ai(0; t̂)

)
� t̂ (3.41)

� min
n
t : Ai(0; Vmin) +GK

i (t� Vmin) = Ai(0; t̂)
o
� t̂ (3.42)

� min
n
t : GK

i (t� Vmin) = Ai(Vmin; t̂)
o
� t̂ (3.43)

� min
n
t : GK

i (t) = Ai(Vmin; t̂)
o
+ Vmin � t̂ (3.44)

� min
n
t : GK

i (t) = Âi(0; t̂� Vmin)
o
+ Vmin � t̂ (3.45)

� min
n
t : GK

i (t) = Âi(0; t̂� Vmin)
o
� (t̂� Vmin) (3.46)

� max
��0

n
minft : GK

i (t) = Âi(0; �)g � �
o
: (3.47)

In (3.42) we choose the smallest minimizing value of V . Then Vmin � t̂, since GK
i (t�

Vmin) � 0. 2

The inequalities (3.33) and (3.34) illustrate the importance of the universal curve.

We will show in the next section, that under the independent sessions assumption,

these inequalities are satis�ed with equality for (K; t)-staggered greedy regimes.

The (K; t)-Staggered Greedy Regime

In this section we make clear the relationship between staggered greedy regimes and

the session i universal curve Ui. As in the previous sections, we will focus on stag-

gered greedy regimes with respect to a session i, and assume that P (i) = f1; 2; :::; Kg.
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Any staggered greedy regime can be characterized by a vector

(T1; :::; TK); T1 � T2 � : : : � TK

such that all the sessions at node 1 are simultaneously greedy starting at time T1, and

the independent sessions at node j do not send any tra�c in the interval [T1; Tj), but

are simultaneously greedy starting at time Tj. Observe that the �rst staggered greedy

regime in Figure 3-6(b) can be characterized by (0; t1) and the second by (0; �t1).

A (K; t)-staggered greedy regime, t � BK, is the staggered greedy regime charac-

terized by (0; T2; ::::; TK) such that

KX
k=1

Ŝk
i (0; Tk+1 � Tk) = GK

i (t) (3.48)

where T1 = 0, TK+1 = t and Tk+1 � Tk � tBk for k = 1; 2; :::; K.

Note that

� Since t � BK, G
K
i (t) = Ui(t).

� Comparing (3.48) with (3.20) it is clear that (T2; :::; TK) is a minimizing vector

in (3.20).

� For each k = 1; 2; :::; K�1 the staggered greedy regime de�ned by (0; T2; :::; Tk)

describes a (k; Tk+1)-staggered greedy regime.

Figure 3-8 illustrates the construction of a (K; t)-staggered greedy regime for the

simple case ofK = 2. Notice from the �gure that in the range [0; T2], S
(2)
i is comprised

of the line segments belonging to Ŝ1
i ; : : : ; Ŝ

K�1
i that make up the universal curve in

the range [0; t]. Also,

S
(2)
i (0; �) = Ui(�):

The next Lemma establishes this relationship for any (K; t)-staggered greedy regime.
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U2(t)

�

Ŝ2
i

Ŝ1
i

T2

T20

A
(2)
i

�i

Âi

�i

The top �gure the curve U2 that was constructed from Ŝ1
i and Ŝ2

i . In order to
�nd the (2; �)-staggered greedy regime, add the durations of the line segments

taken from Ŝ1 that are in U2(t), t � � . This sum is T2, the time that the

independent sessions at node 2 become greedy. This characterizes the staggered

greedy regime which is shown in the bottom �gure.

Figure 3-8: Computing a (k; t)-Staggered Greedy Regime when P (i) = f1; 2g
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Lemma 3.14 Given any (K; t)-staggered greedy regime characterized by (0; T2; :::; TK),

t � BK: For each node k = 1; 2; :::; K:

For each j = 1; 2; :::; k � 1, and � 2 [Tj; Tj+1]:

Ak
i (0; �) = (

j�1X
m=1

Ŝm
i (0; Tm+1 � Tm)) + Ŝj

i (0; � � Tj); (3.49)

and for � > Tk:

S
(k)
i (0; �) = minfÂi(0; �);

k�1X
m=1

Ŝm
i (0; Tm+1 � Tm) + Ŝk

i (0; � � Tk)g: (3.50)

Proof. We proceed by induction on k: For k = 1 only (3.50) applies. Since

S1
i = Ŝ1

i the basis step is shown. Now assume the result for nodes 1; 2; :::; k�1. Then

by induction hypothesis and the since (0; T2; :::; Tk) is a (k; Tk+1)-staggered greedy

regime, we have for � � Tk:

S
(k)
i (0; �) = minfÂi(0; �);

k�1X
m=1

Ŝm
i (0; Tm+1 � Tm) + Ŝk

i (0; � � Tk)g �Qk
i (Tk): (3.51)

Now ifQk
i (�) = 0 for all � � Tk we are done by (3.51) and the induction hypothesis.

So let us assume that Qk
i (�) > 0 for some � � Tk. Since the independent sessions at k

are quiet during the interval [0; Tk] it follows that there is at least one interval before

Tk during which S
(k�1)
i has slope greater than rk (where rk is the rate of k). Since

the slope of Ŝk
i (0; t) is strictly less than rk for t 2 [0; tBk ], we have from minimization

of (3.20) that Tk+1 � Tk = tBk . Since no node k busy period can be longer than tBk

time units, it follows that Qk
i (Tk+1) = 0. Thus

S
(k)
i (0; Tk+1) = Âi(0; Tk+1) = Gk

i (Tk+1)�Qk
i (Tk);

where the �rst equality is from the induction hypothesis, and the second from (3.51).
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Then Gk
i (Tk+1) � Âi(0; Tk+1), and

Tk+1 = Bk:

Now, let [a; a+�], such that � > 0 and a+� � Tk�a, be an interval during which

S
(k�1)
i has largest slope, and such that this slope belong to a single node, j < k. Note

that the slope of S
(k�1)
i during this interval must be greater than rk, since Q

k
i (�) > 0

for some � < Tk. Then the staggered greedy regime characterized by

T̂ = (0; T2; ::::; Tj ��; Tj+1 ��; :::; Tk ��)

is a (k; Tk+1 ��)-staggered greedy regime. I.e.,

kX
m=1

Ŝm
i (0; T̂m+1 � T̂m) = Gk

i (t��); (3.52)

where T̂k+1 = Tk+1��. Now since T̂k+1�T̂k = tBk , it follows from similar reasoning as

above that under T̂ , session i is not backlogged at k at time T̂k+1, and that therefore

T̂k+1 = Bk:

Thus

T̂k+1 = Tk+1 �� = Bk:

But this implies that � = 0, which is a contradiction. 2

The following Theorem follows easily from Lemma 3.14

Theorem 3.4 For any (K; t)-staggered greedy regime:

S
(K)
i (0; t) = GK

i (t):

Proof. Pick � = t > Tk in Lemma 3.14. Then (3.50) applies, and since t � Bk the
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result follows. 2

It is easy to construct any (K; t)-staggered regime given Ui. Figure 3-9 shows how

to construct the staggered greedy regimes that maximize backlog and delay. From

Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 we have the main theorem of this section:

Theorem 3.5 Under the independent sessions assumption, both D�
i and Q

�
i are achieved

under a (K; t)-staggered greedy regime.

Now since the values of D�
i and Q

�
i achieved under the independent sessions assump-

tion are upper bounds to the actual values of these quantities, we are have shown

how to �nd upper bounds on session backlog and delay.

3.6.3 Calculating bounds on D�

i
and Q�

i

Let tq be the time at which the backlog under the universal session i service curve is

maximized:

Âi(0; tq)� Ui(tq) = max
�

(Âi(0; �)� Ui(�)):

We �rst compute the bounds on delay and backlog when Ci =1

Corollary 3.1 If Ci =1 then under the independent sessions assumption:

Q�
i = �i + �itq � Ui(tq):

Corollary 3.2 If Ci =1, then under the independent sessions assumption:

D�
i =

8><
>:

Q�
i

�i
= �i+�itq�Ui(tq)

�i
if Ui(tq) � �i

t̂; where UK(t̂) = �i if Ui(tq) < �i:
(3.53)

Since an in�nite capacity link can always simulate a �nite capacity link, worst case

session i backlog and delay calculated under this assumption must upper bound the

actual values of these quantities. As we have explained earlier, the bounds obtained
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Figure (a) shows the session i universal curve. Notice that for this curve \back-
log" is maximized at time �1 and \delay" is maximized at time �2. Figure (b)
shows the two staggered greedy regimes corresponding to these times. Notice
that the backlog at time �1 in the �rst regime is exactly equal to the \backlog"

at time �1 in (a), and similarly the delay at time �2 in the second regime is

exactly equal to the \delay" at that time in (b).

Figure 3-9: The staggered greedy regimes that maximize backlog and delay under the
independent sessions assumption.
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in these Corollaries hold even when the independent sessions assumption does not

hold, and when Ci <1.

Note that for a RPPS system, tq = 0 so that Corollary 3.1 yields:

Q�
i � �i � Ui(0) = �i; (3.54)

which is exactly what we derived in Theorem 3.1 in our study of RPPS networks.

Also, the bound

D�
i �

�i
�i
umax
i

which we obtained Theorem 3.1 follows in exactly the same manner from (3.54).

We now present a procedure for obtaining bounds on D�
i and Q�

i that are in

general, more tight than those obtained by the Corollaries 3.1 and 3.2: Now let

bi =
�i

Ci � �i
:

This is the maximum amount of time that session i tra�c can arrive at node 1 at a

rate of Ci (without violating (1.11)).

1. Compute �
(k)
i and Ŝk

i for k = 1; 2; :::; K.

2. Compute the curve Ui and tq.

3. If Ui(tq) > Âi(0; bi) then

Q�
i � Âi(0; tq)� Ui(tq)

D�
i � tq � t�, where Âi(0; t

�) = Ui(tq)

else

� � = maxfbi; tqg.

Q�
i � Âi(0; �

�)� Ui(0; �
�)

D�
i � t̂� � �, where Ui(t̂) = Âi(0; �

�).
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3.7 Propagation Delay

It is easy to incorporate deterministic propagation delays into our network framework:

Suppose that every bit transmitted on link (i; j), incurs a delay of dl;m time units.

Then each link acts as a constant delay element, and the characterization of internal

tra�c (using the method of Section 3.5.3) remains the same. A natural modi�cation

of the independent sessions assumption allows us to bound end-to-end delay as well:

Consider a session i such that P (i) = 1; 2; :::; K: Also, let d0;1 be the propagation

delay on the access link. Then

1. The independent sessions at node m, j 2 I(m) � fig (for m = 1; 2; :::; K) are

free to send tra�c in any manner as long as Am
j � (�mj ; �j; C

m
j ), C

m
j � rm.

2. Session i tra�c is constrained to ow along its route so that

Am
i (�; t) = Sm�1

i (� � dm�1;m; t� dm�1;m) m = 2; 3; :::; K:

In view of the analysis of Section 3.6, it can be seen that

D�
i �

KX
m=1

dm�1;m +D�;noprop
i

where D�;noprop
i is the the worst-case session i delay computed for the same charac-

terization of internal tra�c when propagation delays are zero. The number of bits in

\ight" on a link (l; m) is at most

ql;m = Cldl;m: (3.55)

Thus

Q�
i �

KX
m=1

qm�1;m +Q�;noprop
i :
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3.8 Conclusions

In this chapter we described techniques for deriving bounds on worst-case session delay

and backlog, for broad classes of GPS networks. For Rate Proportional Processor

Sharing and its variants, we were able to give succinct close-form expressions for these

bounds. A two step procedure enabled us to deal with more general assignments: In

the �rst step the internal tra�c was characterized in terms of leaky bucket parameters,

and in the second step the session route was analyzed for worst-case delay and backlog.

We found that e�cient algorithms exist to perform both of these steps.

There are two major areas for future work. First, a better understanding of sta-

bility issues in work conserving networks (so that issues such as Conjecture 3.1 are

resolved) would help in designing assignment schemes that are more general than

CRST. We will discuss this issue further in Chapter 5. Second, the algorithms pre-

sented in this chapter can probably be made more e�cient, and may also be conducive

to parallelization.



Chapter 4

Arbitrary Topology PGPS

Networks

In this chapter we extend the analysis of arbitrary topology GPS networks to PGPS

networks, thereby completing the �nal phase of this thesis. An important intermediate

step is to incorporate packet lengths into the GPS network analysis of Chapter 3|we

do this Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, we give our results for PGPS networks, and in

Section 4.3 these results are interpreted for the important case of Rate-Proportional

Processor Sharing networks. Conclusions are in Section 4.4.

4.1 GPS Networks with Non-negligible Packet Sizes

The analysis in Chapter 3 dealt with GPS networks in which the packet lengths are

negligible|i.e., we assumed that tra�c is perfectly pipelined throughout the network.

However, for most networks with heterogeneous link speeds, it is desirable for the

nodes to postpone the transmission of packets until they have completely arrived.

Thus, if m� 1 and m are successive nodes on a session i's route, we cannot assume,

139
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as we did in Chapter 3, that Sm�1
i = Am

i . In fact, for P (i) = f1; 2; :::; Kig:

Sm�1
i (0; t) � Am

i (0; t) � Sm�1
i (0; t)� Li; m = 2; :::; Ki:

This important di�erence notwithstanding, we will still �nd the results for Li = 0,

to be very useful in the more general case of non-negligible packet sizes. It may

seem strange to impose this constraint on the packet length while maintaining the

abstraction of processor sharing, but we shall see that this intermediate step leads us

to a result for PGPS.

Assume that the maximum packet size for each session i is Li � �i. Since the

GPS server does not begin serving a packet until its last bit has arrived, it \sees"

the arrivals as a series of impulses, such that the height of each impulse is at most

Li. Thus A
m
i , is consistent with (�mi ; �i;1) rather than with (�mi ; �i; C

m
i ) (see Figure

4.1). Similarly, the arrivals seen by the server from every other session, j, at node m,

are consistent with (�mj ; �j;1). Thus, as long as we assume that Cm
j =1 for every

session j 2 I(m), we can use the results of Chapter 2 to bound worst-case delay and

backlog.

To analyze networks of such GPS servers, we follow the same steps as we did in

Chapter 3|we �rst characterize the internal tra�c in terms of leaky bucket parame-

ters, and then bound the worst-case delay and backlog for each session by analyzing

its route as a whole. There are two points of departure from the analysis of Chapter

3:

(A) When using the all-greedy bound (Section 3.5.1) at any node m, assume that

Cm
j =1, for all j 2 I(m).

Similarly, when using the independent sessions assumption, assume that Cj =

1 for each independent session, j, at node m (Section 3.6.2).
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Sm�1
i (0; t) � (�mi ; �i; C

m
i )

Sm
i (0; t)

Am
i (0; t) � (�mi ; �i;1)

Am
i (0; t) represents the cumulative arrivals seen by server, m. The length of

each impulse of Ai(0; t) is bounded by Li, the maximum packet size for session

i. Since Li � �mi , it can be seen from the �gure that Am
i � (�mi ; �i;1).

Figure 4-1: A GPS Server when the packet sizes are non-negligible.
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(B) Given that P (i) = f1; 2; :::; Kig,

Sm�1
i (�; t) � Am

i (�; t) � Sm�1
i (�; t)� Li; m = 2; :::; Ki; � < t: (4.1)

Consider a GPS network with CRST assignments. The internal tra�c can be

characterized using the same procedure as in 3.5.3, applying condition (A) to compute

the all-greedy bounds.

To analyze the session i route given internal characterization of the tra�c, we

proceed as follows: De�ne Ŝm
i to be the session i output at node m under the all-

greedy regime (again applying condition (A)). Then the session i universal service

curve is computed as it was in Chapter 3. Note that Lemma 3.11 also holds:

Lemma 4.1 Suppose that t is contained in a session i busy period at node m that

begins at time 0. Also, suppose that none of the independent sessions has sent any

tra�c before time 0, and that each is greedy starting at time zero. Then Sm
i is identical

to Ŝm
i in the range [0; t].

However, in order to bound session i delay and backlog, we need to modify Lemma

3.13 and Theorem 3.3, in order to incorporate condition (B):

In what follows we assume (for notational simplicity) that P (i) = f1; 2; :::; Kg:

Lemma 4.2 Consider some time � such that Qi(�) = 0. Then for each m, 1 � m �

K, each t > � :

Sm
i (�; t) � min

V 2[�;t]
fAi(�; V ) +Gm

i (0; t� V )g �mLi: (4.2)

Proof. For m = 1, (4.2) states that

S1
i (�; t) � min

V 2[�;t]
fAi(�; V ) + Ŝ1

i (0; t� V )g � Li:

Choosing V to be last time in the interval [�; t] that session i begins a busy period at
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node 1:

S1
i (�; t) � A1

i (�; V ) + Ŝ1
i (0; t� V ) (4.3)

� Ai(�; V )� Li + Ŝ1
i (0; t� V )

� min
V 2[�;t]

fAi(�; V ) + Ŝ1
i (0; t� V )� Lig: (4.4)

Now assume the result for nodes 1; 2; :::; m� 1. Then, letting tm be the last time in

the interval [�; t] that session i begins a busy period at node m:

Sm
i (�; t) = Am

i (�; tm) + Sm
i (tm; t):

From (4.1):

Sm
i (�; t) � Sm�1

i (�; tm)� Li + Sm
i (tm; t): (4.5)

By the induction hypothesis:

Sm�1
i (�; tm) � min

V 2[�;tm]
fAi(�; V ) +Gm�1

i (tm � V )� (m� 1)Lig: (4.6)

Also, from Lemma 4.1:

Sm
i (tm; t) � Ŝm

i (0; t� tm): (4.7)

Substituting (4.6) and (4.7) into (4.5):

Sm
i (�; t) +mLi � min

V 2[�;tm]
fAi(�; V ) +Gm�1

i (tm � V )g+ Ŝm
i (0; t� tm) (4.8)

� min
V 2[�;tm]

fAi(�; V ) +Gm�1
i (tm � V ) + Ŝm

i (0; t� tm)g (4.9)

� min
V 2[�;tm]

fAi(�; V ) +Gm
i (t� V )g (4.10)

� min
V 2[�;t]

fAi(�; V ) +Gm
i (t� V ); g (4.11)

where the inequality in (4.10) follows from the de�nition of Gm
i in (3.19). 2
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Theorem 4.1 For every session i:

Q�
i � max

��0
fÂi(0; �)�GK

i (�)g+KLi: (4.12)

Proof. For some given set of arrival functions A1; :::; AN :

Qi(t) = Ai(0; t)� S
(K)
i (0; t):

From Lemma 4.2,

Qi(t)�KLi � Ai(0; t)� min
V 2[0;t]

fAi(0; V ) +GK
i (t� V )g (4.13)

� Ai(0; t)� Ai(0; Vmin) +GK
i (t� Vmin) (4.14)

where Vmin is the minimizing value of V . Thus

Qi(t)�KLi � Ai(Vmin; t)�GK
i (t� Vmin) (4.15)

� Âi(0; t� Vmin)�GK
i (t� Vmin) (4.16)

� max
��0
fÂi(0; �)�GK

i (�)g; (4.17)

and (4.12) follows. 2

Having bounded the worst-case backlog, we turn to delay. Here we need a re-

�nement of Lemma 4.2, where we restrict our values of t to be such that a session

i packet, pm, departs node m at time t. Given such a time t, let the corresponding

packet arrive at time am, i.e.,

Ai(0; am) = Sm
i (0; t): (4.18)
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Note that am is also the time that packet arrives at node 1, i.e.,

A1
i (0; am) = Ai(0; am) (4.19)

We will now show that for each node m, 1 � m � K:

Sm
i (�; t) � min

V 2[�;am]
fAi(�; V ) +Gm

i (0; t� V )g � (m� 1)Li: (4.20)

This can be proven along same lines as Lemma 4.2. Note that the last session i busy

period at node m before t cannot start at time strictly greater than the time that pm

arrives at node m.

Now using induction onm, we note that form = 1, we are done by (4.19) and (4.3).

In the inductive step, proceed as in the proof of Lemma 4.2 until (4.5). Inequality

(4.7) holds as well. Now by the induction hypothesis:

Sm�1
i (�; tm) � min

V 2[�;am�1]
fAi(�; V ) +Gm�1

i (0; t� V )g � (m� 2)Li; (4.21)

where tm is the start of the last session i busy period at node m in the interval [�; t],

and am�1 is the arrival time of the packet (call it pm�1) that departs node m� 1 at

time tm. Note that such a packet must exist for a busy period to begin at node m

at time tm. Now since pm�1 cannot arrive at node m after pm does, and since the

relative order of the packets is preserved over all links, it follows that

am�1 � am: (4.22)

Now proceeding analogously to the proof of Lemma 4.2:

Sm
i (�; t) + (m� 1)Li � min

V 2[�;am�1]
fAi(�; V ) +Gm�1

i (tm � V )g+ Ŝm
i (0; t� tm)

� min
V 2[�;am�1]

fAi(�; V ) +Gm�1
i (tm � V ) + Ŝm

i (0; t� tm)g
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� min
V 2[�;am�1]

fAi(�; V ) +Gm
i (t� V )g (4.23)

� min
V 2[�;am]

fAi(�; V ) +Gm
i (t� V ); g (4.24)

where the inequality in (4.23) follows from the de�nition of Gm
i in (3.19), and the

inequality in (4.24) follows from (4.22). This establishes (4.20). Now we can prove

the following:

Theorem 4.2 For every session i, de�ne D�
i to be the maximum session i packet

delay. Then

D�
i � max

��0

n
minft : Gi(t) = Âi(0; �) + (K � 1)Lig � �

o
: (4.25)

Proof. For a given set of arrival functions, A1; :::; AN and t such that a packet

departs node K at time t � 0, we have from (4.20):

S
(K)
i (0; t) � min

V 2[0;t̂]
fAi(0; V ) +GK

i (t� V )g � (K � 1)Li;

where the packet departing at time t arrived at time t̂. Thus, for all packet arrival

times t̂ � 0:

Di(t̂) = min
n
t : S

(K)
i (0; t) = Ai(0; t̂)

o
� t̂

� min

(
t : min

V 2[0;t̂]
fAi(0; V ) +GK

i (t� V )� (K � 1)Lig = Ai(0; t̂)

)
� t̂

� min
n
t : Ai(0; Vmin) +GK

i (t� Vmin) = Ai(0; t̂) + (K � 1)Li

o
� t̂

� min
n
t : GK

i (t� Vmin) = Ai(Vmin; t̂) + (K � 1)Li

o
� t̂

� min
n
t : GK

i (t) = Ai(Vmin; t̂) + (K � 1)Li

o
+ Vmin � t̂

� min
n
t : GK

i (t) = Âi(0; t̂� Vmin) + (K � 1)Li

o
+ Vmin � t̂

� min
n
t : GK

i (t) = Âi(0; t̂� Vmin) + (K � 1)Li

o
� (t̂� Vmin)

� max
��0

n
minft : GK

i (t) = Âi(0; �) + (K � 1)Lig � �
o
: (4.26)
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2

Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 allow us to bound D�
i and Q�

i in terms of the universal

service curve.

4.2 PGPS networks

When packet sizes are small so that maximum packet transmission time at any link

of the network is negligible, we may conclude from Theorem 1.2 of Chapter 1, that

the behavior of GPS and PGPS are (essentially) identical. Thus in this case, all of

the bounds for GPS networks in Chapter 3 apply to PGPS networks as well.

We now consider the more general case in which packet sizes are not negligible,

and outline how the results of Section 4.1 can be extended to this case:

4.2.1 Characterizing the Internal Tra�c

Suppose we are given a network in which the nodes are PGPS servers. Further, the

assignments of the �i's meet the CRST requirements of Section 3.5.3. Consider a

session j 2 H(1) and let P (j) = f1; 2; :::; Kjg. We know from Corollary 1.1 that

Q̂1
j(�)�Q1

j(�) � Lmax

for all � where Q̂m
j , and Q

m
j represent the session i backlogs at node m, under PGPS

and GPS respectively. Thus

Q̂1;�
j � Q1;�

j + Lmax:

Also, from Lemma 2.5G:

�outj = maxfQ�
j ; �jg:
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Since S1
j � (�j; �j; C1) under GPS, it follows that �

out;1
j � �j + Lmax under PGPS.

Similarly, we can apply the procedure of Section 3.5.3 (modi�ed so that condition

(A)) applies, to characterize the internal tra�c at each node in P (j), �rst under GPS

and then under PGPS. The algorithm for characterizing the internal tra�c for all the

sessions is presented below:

� Compute H1; :::; HL.

� k = 1

While k � L, for every session i 2 Hk

For p = 1 to Ki

m = P (i; p)

Compute �̂m;out
i using the all-greedy bound given:

�mj = �̂mj for all sessions j that impede i atm (computed in earlier
steps).

�mj = 0 for all sessions j that do not impede i at m.

Set �̂
(p)
i = �̂m;out

i + Lmax.

k := k + 1

4.2.2 Analyzing Delay along the Session i Route

The next two Lemmas are useful to us in the route-wide analysis:

Lemma 4.3 Given the same set of arrival functions at a node, m. De�ning SGPS
i (0; t) =

0 for t � 0:

SPGPS
i (0; t) � SGPS

i (0; t�
Lmax

rm
) (4.27)

for each session i and time t.

Proof. From Theorem 1.2 the completion of a packet arrival time under PGPS is

delayed by at most Lmax

rm
more under PGPS than under GPS. Then the service curve

is translated in time at most that amount. The result follows. 2
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Lemma 4.4 Suppose we are given arrival functions A1; :::; AN at a single GPS server,

such that for a particular session i, the kth session i packet arrives at time ak, and

has length lk < Li. Replace Ai, with �Ai such that for all k:

�lk = lk

and

�ak � ak;

where �lk and �ak represent the length and arrival time respectively, of the kth session

packet under the new regime. Then if fk is the time that the kth session i packet is

served under the old regime, and �fk is the time it is served under the new regime, we

have:

�fk � fk

for all k.

Proof. Since the server is GPS, the relative order in which packets are served from

the set of sessions f1; 2; :::; Ng � fig is independent of �Ai. Now let Tk be the set of

packets from j 6= i transmitted under Ai, at time ak. Then Tk must be contained in

the set �Tk, which is the the set of packets from j 6= i transmitted under �Ai, at time

�ak. The Lemma follows from this fact. 2

Now suppose we are given a PGPS network with arrival functions A1; :::; AN , and

we would like to bound delay for a particular session, i. Without loss of generality,

assume that P (i) = f1; 2; :::; Kg. The arrival functions Am
j , for each m, 1 � m � K,

and j 2 I(m) are completely determined and are assumed to be known.

Now construct a GPS network consisting of nodes 1; 2; :::; K connected in a line,

i.e. the links are given by f(e; e + 1) : e = 1; 2; :::; K � 1g. The rates of the links

are the same as the corresponding links in the PGPS network, but the link leaving

node m has a �xed propagation delay of Lmax

rm
. The GPS network supports a session
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i, with route 1; 2; :::; K and arrival function given by Ai, i.e. the route and arrival

functions are identical to those in in the PGPS network. The other sessions on the

GPS network have a route of exactly one hop and are de�ned as follows: At each

node m, for every session j in the PGPS network de�ne a session j 0 such that

Am
j0 (0; t) = Am

j (0; t):

Now for each node, m, let Sm;PGPS
i describe the session i departures from node m

in the PGPS network, and let Sm;GPS
i describe the session i departures from node m

in the corresponding GPS network. Then

Lemma 4.5 For k = 1; 2; :::; K

Sk;GPS
i (0; t�

Lmax

rk
) � Sk;PGPS

i (0; t)

for all t.

Proof. By induction on k: For k = 1 we are done from Lemma 4.3. Assume the

result at nodes 1; 2; :::; k � 1 and show it at node k � K:

First, consider the service function �Sk;GPS
i that results at node m if the session i

arrivals at node k in the GPS network are identical to the session i arrivals at node

k in the PGPS network. Then from Lemma 4.3:

�Sk;GPS
i (0; t�

Lmax

rk
) � Sk;PGPS

i (0; t): (4.28)

By the induction hypothesis:

Sk�1;GPS
i (0; t�

Lmax

rk�1
) � Sk�1;PGPS

i (0; t) (4.29)

for all t. The LHS of (4.29) describes the tra�c that has traversed the link (k� 1; k)

in the GPS network in the interval [0; t]. Thus, every session i packet arrives at node
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k earlier in the PGPS network, than it does in the GPS network. From Lemma 4.4:

Sk;GPS
i (0; t�

Lmax

rk
) � �Sk;GPS

i (0; t�
Lmax

rk
) (4.30)

for all t. From (4.30) and (4.28):

Sk;GPS
i (0; t�

Lmax

rk
) � Sk;PGPS

i (0; t): (4.31)

2

Now assume a �xed network topology with no propagation delay. Also assume a �xed

internal characterization for all the sessions. Let D�;GPS
i be the worst-case session i

delay when the nodes have GPS servers. and let D�;PGPS
i be the worst-case session i

delay when the nodes have PGPS servers. Then a direct consequence of Lemma 4.5

is that

D�;PGPS
i � D�;GPS

i +
KX

m=1

Lmax

rm
: (4.32)

Note that the GPS network being considered here has internal characterization identi-

cal to the PGPS network|-thus the tra�c is burstier than it would be if the procedure

of Section 3.5.3 had been used.

Now using the bounds in Theorems 4.1 and 4.2:

D�;PGPS
i � max

��0

n
minft : GK

i (t) = Âi(0; �) + (K � 1)Lmaxg � �
o
+

KX
m=1

Lmax

rm
: (4.33)

Also note that as the link speeds become faster, i.e., as rm !1,

D�;PGPS
i = D�;GPS

i :
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4.3 Rate Proportional Processor Sharing Networks

In this section we will interpret the results of Section 4.2 for a special CRST assign-

ment. Under RPPS Networks �mi = �i for every session i and m 2 I(m). In Section

3.4 we analyzed RPPS networks when the packet sizes are negligible. We concluded

that for each session i:

Q�
i � �i; (4.34)

and

D�
i �

�i
�i
: (4.35)

Now applying to (4.33), the fact that the slope of GK
i is never less than �i for each

session i, we have:

D�;PGPS
i �

�i + (K � 1)Lmax

�i
+

KX
m=1

Lmax

rm
: (4.36)

The �rst term on the RHS is likely to dominate in most instances. In particular, in

high speed networks we assume that rm !1, and we have

D�;PGPS
i �

�i + (K � 1)Lmax

�i
; (4.37)

and that as Lmax ! 0, we get (4.35).

The extra delay of (K�1)Lmax

�i
in (4.36) does not diminish with increasing link

speed. However, as the following example shows, this term is not superuous, but is

a consequence of the PGPS service discipline:

Consider a PGPS network with a large number of identically characterized sessions|

i.e. Aj � (�; �; r), �j = 1 for each session j, and all the packets have the same length,

L. Every link operates at rate r, is shared by N sessions, and

N� = r � �; � > 0; � � 0: (4.38)
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We focus on a session i route that consists of nodes 1; 2; :::; K, and follow the progress

of a session i packet, p, along this route. If p arrives at a node 1 at time t1, then

assume that every other session contending for service at that node sends a packet at

time t�1 . Under PGPS, all N � 1 packets will be served before p at node 1. Similarly,

letting tm be the time at which p arrives at node m, 2 � m � K, we stipulate that

every other session contending for service at that node sends a packet at time t�m. The

delay incurred by p from these packets at node m is (N�1)L
r

, which is � L
�
for large

N . Thus, over all nodes in the route, this delay is � KL
�

for large N . Now letting

r ! 1, we observe that the delay term is unchanged as long as (4.38) continues to

hold. If L = �, the worst-case packet delay for session i will be at least KL
�

for large

N , which corresponds to (4.37).

This example and (4.37) strongly indicate that small packet lengths should be

chosen in RPPS networks so that the term Li
�i

is small. For ATM networks, in which

the packets are about 400 bits long, this holds for most kinds of applications.

Next, we compare RPPS to Golestani's Stop-and-Go based strategy [10, 11, 12] in

a high speed network. (This strategy was described in Section 1.6.5, and we will use

notation introduced there.) In [12] the end-to-end packet queuing delay for a type g

session, i, is shown to be

KTg � Dg
i � 2KTg; (4.39)

where K is the number of hops in the session i route. Thus the queueing delay goes

up linearly with the number of hops in the route, and also with the frame size.

In order to compare (4.39) to our bounds for RPPS networks, we need to relate

Tg to the leaky bucket parameters � and �: Recall that under the Stop-and-Go based

strategy at most riTg bits of session k tra�c can be contained in a type g frame.

In the leaky bucket scheme at most �i + �iTg can be sent in any interval of size Tg.

Thus given a session that generates tra�c according to the leaky bucket constraint
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we would have to pick ri and Tg such that

riTg � �i + �iTg;

i.e.,

Tg �
�i

ri � �i
: (4.40)

Thus (4.40) gives the lower bound (in terms of ri) on the smallest frame size that

could accommodate tra�c that is consistent with (�i; �i;1).

Now assume negligible packet lengths in the RPPS network. Then we have from

(4.37) and (4.39):

DRPPS
i � DStop�and�Go

i )
�i
�i
� 2K

�i
ri � �i

i.e.

ri � �i(1 + 2K):

Under Stop-and-Go for every node, m,
P

k2I(m) rk is always less than the capacity

of the link represented by node m. Thus, if small frame sizes are used, worst-case

session delay under Stop-and-Go is comparable to D�;RPPS
i only when the network

utilization is low relative to RPPS. If large frame sizes are used, then any increase

in utilization is accompanied by increase in delay. Thus, when compared in terms

of worst-case session delay, RPPS appears to be superior to Stop-and-Go for large

networks in which there is a high demand for link bandwidth. However, as pointed

out in Section 1.6.5, Stop-and-Go performs better in terms of jitter control.

Finally, we note that the bounds (4.36) hold for more general assignments than

RPPS. As we showed in Section 3.4, as long as gi � �i, where

gi = min
m2P (i)

�miP
j2I(m) �

m
j

rm;
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we have

D�;GPS
i =

�i
gi
;

even if the other sessions are not leaky bucket constrained. Thus we have:

D�;PGPS
i �

�i + (K � 1)Lmax

gi
+

KX
m=1

Lmax

rm
: (4.41)

in this case.

4.4 Conclusions

In this short chapter we brought together a number of important results from earlier

parts of the thesis, to provide bounds on worst-case session delay for PGPS networks.

These bounds can be evaluated from the universal service curve, which can be e�-

ciently computed. We also observed that when the packet lengths are negligible, the

results of Chapter 3 for GPS networks can be applyed without change.

We found that our bound for PGPS networks with non-negligible packet sizes

reduces to a simple, closed form solution for Rate Proportional Processing Sharing

networks. Further, this bound is independent of the behavior of the other sessions, and

scales well with link speed and packet size. These facts bode well for the performance

of other, more elaborate CRST assignment schemes.



Chapter 5

Summary and Extensions

The goal of this thesis was to explore the trade-o�s between two apparently conicting

requirements of integrated services networks: exibility and performance guarantees.

We sought to achieve this goal through the analysis of a system that combines a

work-conserving service discipline called Packet-based Generalized Processor Sharing

at the nodes of the network, with leaky bucket admission control at the network

periphery. The service discipline is highly exible, in that it can serve di�erent sessions

at di�erent guaranteed rates, and also seems amenable to practical implementation

in high speed networks.

We have made considerable progress towards understanding the behavior of the

PGPS/Leaky bucket system and have analyzed session delay and backlog for arbitrary

topology PGPS networks in the worst-case. Since our techniques apply to very broad

classes of server assignments, a major contribution of this thesis is that it provides

a exible framework for ow control in integrated services networks, within which a

wide range of hard performance guarantees can be given to real-time sessions.

We have also demonstrated that the worst-case delay bounds provided through

our techniques can form the basis of realistic performance guarantees. For example,

under Rate Proportional Sharing Networks, we showed that the worst-case delay for

any session is bounded (essentially) by the ratio of its bucket size to its token arrival
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rate. Thus the bound is independent of the behavior of the other sessions. For

more elaborate assignment schemes, we provided e�cient algorithms to evaluate the

bounds on worst-case delay and backlog that may also be amenable to distributed

implementation.

Whether or not the Generalized Processor Sharing approach to ow control is

implemented in practice, we believe that our work has shed some light on how to deal

with congestion in integrated services networks. Many of the assumptions and tech-

niques employed in our analysis are simple, yet extendible to other service disciplines.

Moreover, they can be used to visualize the ow of tra�c through the network, which

allows for instructive and insightful proofs. This is especially important given the

complexity of queueing networks.

Finally, when viewed together, the GPS approach to ow control and the methods

used to analyze it, provide a framework that can help one reason about the e�ects

of congestion in integrated services networks, in the worst-case. This gives rise to a

number of seemingly analyzable yet unresolved issues, some of which we will attempt

to outline in this Chapter.

In the next section we specify the contributions of this thesis in more detail, and

discuss some open problems in Section 5.2.

5.1 Contributions

Chapter 1:

� A fair, exible and e�cient multiplexing scheme called Generalized Processor

Sharing (GPS).

� A Packet-based Generalized Processor Sharing discipline, PGPS, that is prov-

ably close to GPS.

� A practical implementation of PGPS based on a concept of Virtual Time.
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Chapter 2:

� A worst-case analysis of a single GPS server that is exact when each session can

send packets at the rate of the server.

� An simple, diagrammatic representation of the worst-case behavior of a single

GPS server.

� Extensions of the analytical approach used in GPS to understand other service

disciplines, such as FCFS and strict priority schemes.

Chapter 3:

� A broad class of GPS assignments called CRST assignments, for which virtual

feedback e�ects can be characterized in the form of internal tra�c constraints.

� An analysis of CRST networks with negligible packet sizes for which the entire

session route is considered as a whole. This analysis is facilitated by the in-

dependent sessions assumption that decouples a given session's route from the

rest of the network.

Chapter 4:

� An analysis of CRST GPS networks with general packet sizes.

� An analysis of CRST PGPS networks with general packet sizes.

� An interpretation of the resulting worst-case delay bound for the special case

of Rate Proportional Processor Sharing.

5.2 Suggestions For Further Work

Throughout the thesis, we have attempted to point out directions in which our work

can be extended. In this section we focus on a few that we consider to be most

interesting.
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More general arrival constraints should be incorporated into the single node GPS

analysis of Chapter 2. We strongly suspect that as long as the greedy arrival curves

are convex-\, the all-greedy regime will still maximize worst-case session delay and

backlog. Such a general result would also extend Theorem 2.1 to systems in which

Cj 2 (�j; r) for some sessions. One approach is to pose the problem as a convex

optimization problem, as has been suggested by Humblet [14], but the actual formu-

lation appears to be di�cult. Cruz [4] has analyzed other service disciplines using

such general arrival constraints, but it is not clear how to extend them to GPS.

Another possibly fertile area of research is in understanding issues of stability in

work-conserving networks. Kumar [17] has studied this problem in the context of

manufacturing networks, and has made considerable progress in characterizing the

conditions that lead to instability. In manufacturing networks, however, the nodes

do not represent links and can serve the parts (i.e. packets) of di�erent part-types

(i.e. sessions) at di�erent rates. This gives rise to bizarre manifestations of these

networks that cause instability. After having done some preliminary work, we strongly

conjecture that as long each link of a data network has a utilization of less than 1,

it must be stable. However, we cannot even prove this for the case of ring networks

when the sessions are leaky bucket constrained, as we saw in Chapter 3.

In this thesis we chose to focus on analytical rather than implementation oriented

issues, which does not mean that we do not consider the latter to be important.

RPPS networks in particular, may be quite easy to implement, and more elaborate

assignments may be feasible as well. However, in order to be sure of their suitability

in practice, it is important to estimate how good our bounds are when used to give

performance guarantees in a \typical" network. Simulation-based studies may help

achieve this goal. It may also be possible to speed up the algorithms outlined in

Chapters 2 and 3, since our emphasis was on clarity of exposition rather than on

speed of execution.
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5.3 A Final Word

As communication and computation speeds continue to increase dramatically, it seems

only a matter of time before networks are built to support multimedia applications

over wide areas. This thesis focused on a speci�c ow control strategy that combines

the bene�ts of exibility, performance guarantees and e�ciency. However, there re-

main many di�cult and poorly understood system-level issues in the design of inte-

grated services networks, that go to the very heart of controlling large scale distributed

systems. We hope that this thesis and the ideas that shaped it, will be of some help

to those who have taken the exciting challenge of resolving these issues head-on.

...........................................................................................................................................................................................................
.....................

..................
...............
.................
...................
...........................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................
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